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Abstract
Despite quantum theory’s remarkable success at predicting the statistical results
of experiments, many philosophers worry that it nonetheless lacks some crucial
connection between theory and experiment. Suchworries constitute theQuantumMea-
surement Problems. One can broadly identify two kinds of worries: (1) pragmatic: it is
unclear how to model our measurement processes in order to extract experimental pre-
dictions, and (2) realist: we lack a satisfying metaphysical account of measurement
processes. While both issues deserve attention, the pragmatic worries have worse
consequences if left unanswered: If our pragmatic theory-to-experiment linkage is
unsatisfactory, then quantum theory is at risk of losing both its evidential support and
its physical salience. Avoiding these risks is at the core ofwhat I will call thePragmatic
Measurement Problem. Fortunately, the pragmaticmeasurement problem is not too dif-
ficult to solve. For non-relativistic quantum theory, the story goes roughly as follows:
One can model each of quantum theory’s key experimental successes on a case-by-
case basis by using a measurement chain. In modeling this measurement chain, it is
pragmatically necessary to switch from using a quantum model to a classical model at
some point. That is, it is pragmatically necessary to invoke a Heisenberg cut at some
point along the measurement chain. Past this case-by-case measurement framework,
one can then strive for a wide-scopingmeasurement theory capable of modeling all (or
nearly all) possible measurement processes. For non-relativistic quantum theory, this
leads us to our usual projective measurement theory. As a bonus, proceeding this way
also gives us an empirically meaningful characterization of the theory’s observables as
(positive) self-adjoint operators. But howdoes this story have to changewhenwemove
into the context of quantum field theory (QFT)? It is well known that in QFT almost all
localized projective measurements violate causality, allowing for faster-than-light sig-
naling; These are Sorkin’s impossible measurements. Thus, the story of measurement
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in QFT cannot end as it did before with a projective measurement theory. But does this
then mean that we need to radically rethink the way we model measurement processes
in QFT?Are our current experimental practices somehowmisguided? Fortunately not.
I will argue that (once properly understood) our old approach to modeling quantum
measurements is still applicable in QFT contexts. We ought to first use measurement
chains to build up a case-by-case measurement framework for QFT. Modeling these
measurement chains will require us to invoke what I will call a QFT-cut. That is, at
some point along the measurement chain we must switch from using a QFT model
to a non-QFT model. Past this case-by-case measurement framework, we can then
strive for both a new wide-scoping measurement theory for QFT and an empirically
meaningful characterization of its observables. It is at this point that significantly more
theoretical work is needed. This paper ends by briefly reviewing the state of the art
in the physics literature regarding the modeling of measurement processes involving
quantum fields.

Keywords Quantum measurement problem · Quantum field theory · Observables ·
Observables of QFT · Heisenberg cut · Measurement chain

1 Introduction: another quantummeasurement problem

It is incontestable that quantum theory has been remarkably successful at predict-
ing the statistical results of a wide range of experiments. However, despite its many
predictive successes, many philosophers and physicists are nonetheless worried that
quantum theory lacks some crucial connection between theory and experiment. Var-
ious dissatisfactions with various theory-to-experiment disconnects each deserve the
title “A Quantum Measurement Problem”: How should we understand/model mea-
surement processes involving quantum systems?

Indeed, there is a wide literature aimed at identifying what the measurement prob-
lem is exactly. See, for instance Maudlin’s “Three Measurement Problems” (Maudlin,
1995) among many others.1 The quantum measurement problems have also been
much-discussed in the context of quantum field theory (QFT).2 Adding to these dis-
cussions, this paper will introduce a new set of worries which I will call the pragmatic
measurement problem. These worries relate to how we model our quantum measure-
ment processes in order to extract experimental predictions from quantum theory.
Since these worries have been more-or-less solved in non-relativistic quantum theory,
the focus of this paper will be on the pragmatic measurement problem in the context
of QFT. Before discussing this, however, allow me to first introduce the pragmatic
measurement problem in a non-relativistic context.

In order to differentiate the various quantum measurement problems from each
other, it is perhaps best to start from a version of quantum theory which (hopefully
nearly) every physicist and philosopher is dissatisfied with. I have in mind the parts

1 See (Muller, 2023; Myrvold, 2018; Bell, 1987; Wallace, 2020; Dickson, 2007).
2 See (Barrett, 2014, 2005, 2002; Kuhlmann et al., 2002; Halvorson &Muger, 2007; Halvorson & Clifton,
2002; Dieks, 2002; Redhead, 1995; Malament, 1996; Papageorgiou & Fraser, 2023).
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of non-relativistic quantum theory which students are urged to focus on after they are
told to “Shut up, and calculate!”. Let us call this the sophomore’s quantum theory.
Students are here taught to model quantum experiments as follows.3 The sophomore
is first told the following two tautologies: All measurements are of some observable
and, moreover, all observables are measureable.

The sophomore is then told that quantum theory’s observables are exactly the self-
adjoint operators. In order to model a measurement of a given self-adjoint operator, Q̂,
one begins by computing its eigensystem, Q̂ = ∑

out qout|out〉〈out|. The projectors,
π̂out:=|out〉〈out|, appearing in this decomposition define a projection-valued measure
(PVM). Next one takes the given initial conditions, |in〉, and applies the given unitary
evolution, Û . The sophomore is told that putting these computations together unam-
biguously yield a statistical prediction of the experiment’s outcome via the Born rule,
p(out| Û , in) = |〈out|Û |in〉|2.

Many physicists and philosophers are dissatisfied with the sophomore’s quantum
theory, claiming that it lacks the right kind of connection between theory and exper-
iment, and rightly so. One can broadly distinguish two types of worries surrounding
quantum measurement: pragmatic worries and realist worries. Pragmatic worries are
methodological in nature and aim at clarifying how exactly these statistical predic-
tions are to be pulled out of the theory. Specifically, they ask: How should one model
real-life measurement processes as a matter of experimental practice? By contrast,
realist worries are aimed at establishing a metaphysical account of the measurement
process. Realist worries ask: How should the measurement process be understood,
metaphysically speaking? See, for instance, Maudlin’s “Three Measurement Prob-
lems” (Maudlin, 1995) all of which I classify as realist/metaphysical worries.

The sophomore’s quantum theory fails on both the pragmatic and realist fronts. Its
realist failures are well known, but its pragmatic failures deserve some further com-
ment. Firstly, the sophomore has misidentified the observables of quantum theory (see
Sects. 2.4 and 3.2 below). The deeper issue, however, is that the sophomore’s quantum
theory does not, in fact, give us a way of making unambiguous (or even approximate)
statistical predictions for real-life experiments. While it is true that statistical predic-
tions are unambiguously associatedwith initial states, unitaries, and projectors, (recall,
p(out| Û , in) = |〈out|Û |in〉|2) these themselves have not yet been suitably connected
with our real-life experimental setups.

Specifically, the sophomore has no good answers to the following questions:4 How
can one go about determining (even approximately) which observable this apparatus
measures?Under what conditions is it appropriate tomodel this piece of lab equipment
using a PVM? If it is appropriate, then exactly which PVMs am I allowed to use? At
what time point in the experiment am I allowed tomodel this PVMas occurring? There

3 A sophisticated sophomoremay also learn about selective and non-selectivemeasurements aswell as post-
measurement state updates via Lüders rule. Moreover, they may also learn about density matrices, ρ̂, and
non-ideal measurements, i.e, Positive Operator-Valued Measures (POVMs) Êout ≥ 0 with

∑
out Êout = 1.

In terms of POVMs, Born’s rule is p(out| Û , in) = Tr(ÊoutÛ ρ̂in Û†). The pragmatic worries discussed
below apply equally well to this sophisticated sophomore.
4 The same complaint holds for the sophisticated sophomore discussed in footnote 3 if we here replace
PVMs with POVMs.
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may be ready answers to these questions pre-written on the sophomore’s problem
sheets, but show them a piece of real-life lab equipment and watch them falter.

Often the sophomore may intuitively guess which PVM to use and when. It is
highly intuitive that in modeling a double-slit experiment the right PVMs are (at least
approximately) the position projectors, π̂out = |x〉〈x |. Moreover, it is highly intuitive
that the right time to apply them is (at least approximately) when the electron hits the
detection screen. For most practical purposes this is effectively what happens. Indeed,
it may often be the case that the sophomore’s guesses consistently give accurate-
enough predictions. But ultimately, they are nothing more than just that: guesses. It
goes without saying that this method of connecting theory with experiment is deeply
unsatisfying.

I should here clarifywhat exactly the pragmaticmeasurement problem is asking for.
Importantly, it is not a metaphysical problem; I am not asking the sophomore to base
their prediction on a metaphysical account of the measurement process. Rather, the
pragmatic measurement problem is a methodological problem which applies equally
well to anti-realist or pragmatic interpretations of quantum theory. Indeed, every sci-
entific theory must provide us with a robust account of how predictions can and should
be made from it. Namely, we need a satisfactory account of how one is allowed to
model both the system in question and the measurement process. The above critique
thus highlights a devastating methodological failure of the sophomore’s quantum the-
ory; A theory-to-experiment linkage which relies so blatantly upon intuitive guessing
simply cannot do the work we require of it.

As I will now discuss, in comparison with the realist measurement problem, these
pragmatic worries have far worse consequences if left unanswered. It is helpful to
distinguish two senses in which our scientific theories are about reality. Firstly, they
may have metaphysical aspirations of representing and/or describing reality. This is
the domain of the realist measurement problem. But why should we believe that our
scientific theories have any right to be “about reality” in the first place? Ultimately,
our theories earn this right by a process of complex sustained bi-directional contact
with experimental practice, see (Curiel, 2020). That is, our scientific theories get their
right to be meaningful from their (often messy) connection to our systems of mea-
surement devices and approximation techniques. This is the domain of the pragmatic
measurement problem.

To be clear, the subject of the pragmatic measurement problem is not the linkage
between theory and reality which is mediated by successful reference. Instead, what
is at risk here is the linkage between theory and reality which is mediated by real-life
experimental practice. Without a clear understanding of this pragmatic connection
between theory and experimental practice, quantum theory would be at risk of losing
both its evidential support and its physical salience.

Fortunately, however, as well as having worse consequences, the pragmatic mea-
surement problem is also much easier to address than the realist’s worries. To solve the
core problem, all one needs to do is to develop a methodologically sound framework
for modeling the relevant measurement processes in a sufficient level of dynamical
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detail.5 As Sect. 2 will argue, it is pragmatically necessary to take a Heisenberg cut
when modeling any real-life quantum measurement. That is, somewhere along the
measurement chain it will be necessary to switch from a quantum model to a classical
model. There are many ways of taking Heisenberg cuts available to us (see Sect. 2.2).

Past this minimal solution to the pragmatic measurement problem, one can then
strive to solve the extended problem by developing a unified measurement theory
which is applicable to all (or nearly all) measurement processes. In Sect. 2 I will
demonstrate in a non-relativistic context how one can begin from a case-by-case mea-
surement framework based on measurement chains and then develop a wide-scoping
measurement theory based upon PVMs and POVMs. Having such a measurement
theory is not only highly convenient for modeling experiments but can also be theoret-
ically fruitful: It can give us an empirically meaningful characterization of the theory’s
observables.

In light of the above discussion, it makes sense to address the pragmatic measure-
ment problem before the realist one. As compelling as the realist’s worries are, one
might say: Let us first work on bringing home the spoils of quantum theory’s experi-
mental successes; We can then worry about providing a metaphysical account of the
theory later, once we have better footing.

One might here protest that the realist and pragmatic measurement problems ought
to be solved together. Indeed, this is a possibility: Developing a metaphysical account
of the measurement process (e.g., Bohmian mechanics or a spontaneous collapse
model) might show us how to model a great many different measurement processes.
Importantly, however, it also might not; Having a satisfying metaphysical account of
the measurement process does not automatically give us a tractable way of modeling
quantum theory’s key experimental successes. For instance, it may be the case that
directly simulating the ontological development of an experiment is computationally
infeasible. Alternatively, modeling these experiments may require us to go outside of
the scope of whichever ontological account we have in mind (e.g., into QFT, see (Wal-
lace, 2021, 2022)). In either of these cases, we would still suffer the consequences of
the pragmatic measurement problem. Thus, solving the realist measurement problem
does not automatically address the pragmatic measurement problem. (Nor vice-versa.)

As the above discussion has shown, the pragmatic and realist measurement prob-
lems are separate problems, with separate difficulties, consequences, and solution
criteria. While one may hope to solve them simultaneously, this is far from compul-
sory. Indeed, given how contentious the ontology of quantum theory is, it makes sense
to first address the pragmatic measurement problem in an ontology-neutral way. Even
if one is committed to later give an ontology-laden solution, one can reasonably pro-
ceed this way thinking: At least in themeantimewewill have a working understanding
of quantum theory’s measurement processes and its observables.

In practice, this is exactly what has happened for non-relativistic quantum theory:
While the realist measurement problem continues to be fiercely debated, the pragmatic
measurement problem has long since been satisfactorily addressed (at least within the

5 See (Curiel, 2020; Giovanelli, 2014; Brown, 2005). There is ample room for discussion regarding the
exact standards to which these models ought to conform; These standards ought to be high, but contextually
reasonable. See Sect. 2 for further discussion.
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experimental purview of non-relativistic quantum theory).6 Said differently, while
the ontology of non-relativistic quantum theory is still contentious, its experimental
predictions are clear, as are the allowed methods for extracting these predictions from
the theory. As I will discuss in Sect. 2, the key notions here are measurement chains
and Heisenberg cuts; In these terms, one can achieve an ontology-neutral solution to
the pragmatic measurement problem, at least for non-relativistic quantum theory.

The pragmatic measurement problem in QFT

The main subject of this paper, however, is the pragmatic measurement problem in
the context of quantum field theory (QFT). Namely, I consider The Pragmatic QFT
Measurement Problem:7 How should one model measurement processes involving
quantum fields? Howmust our measurement framework for QFT differ from our usual
non-relativisticmeasurement framework?CanwemodelQFT-involvedmeasurements
using our usual measurement theory based on PVMs and POVMs? How must our
characterization of the observables of QFT differ from the way we characterize the
observables of non-relativistic quantum theory?

Much of the above discussion of the pragmatic vs realist measurement problems
carries over unchanged into QFT. Namely, in comparison with the realist QFT mea-
surement problem, the pragmatic QFTmeasurement problem has worse consequences
if neglected; Quantum field theory would then be at risk of losing both its evidential
support and its physical salience. Fortunately, as before, it is also much easier to
address. In fact, the difficulty gap between the realist and pragmatic measurement
problems arguably widens for QFT since certain ontological issues become notably
more difficult in QFT.8 Hence, we have extra reason to seek out an ontology-neutral
approach to the pragmatic QFT measurement problem. As I recommended above:
Let us first work on bringing home the spoils of quantum field theory’s experimental
successes; We can then worry about the ontology of the theory later, once we have
better footing.

This spoils-before-ontology approach raises the following question: For quantum
theory generally, where were these metaphorical spoils won? While establishing a
detailed answer to this question is not essential for the main philosophical points
made in this paper, it will help us to determine what is at stake. Namely, if quan-
tum field theory is required in order to model some/many/most of quantum theory’s
key experimental successes, then failing to address the pragmatic QFT measurement
problem is troublesome/severe/catastrophic.

Onemight feel that the stakes here are significantly lower than in the non-relativistic
context: Can’t one adequately model almost all of quantum theory’s key experimen-

6 The experimental purview of non-relativistic quantum theory might be notably smaller than one thinks,
see (Wallace, 2021, 2022) and the quote from Wallace in the next subsection.
7 As before, these pragmatic issues ought to be distinguished from the much-discussed realist/ontological
issues within QFT, see (Barrett, 2014, 2005, 2002; Kuhlmann et al., 2002; Halvorson & Muger, 2007;
Halvorson & Clifton, 2002; Dieks, 2002; Redhead, 1995; Malament, 1996)
8 Namely, certain strategies adopted by hidden variable and collapse approaches fail in relativistic contexts,
see (Barrett, 2014, 2005).
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tal successes without QFT? Wallace has recently argued for the following perhaps
surprising claim:

For a quantum experiment to be modellable entirely within NRQM . . . not only
the system being measured, but the apparatus doing the measurement, would
have to be within the scope of NRQM. Such systems plausibly exist . . . But
experiments like this comprise only quite a small fraction of the experiments
performed within ‘non-relativistic’ quantum mechanics. (Wallace 2022 p. 21)

Importantly, Wallace arrives at this conclusion for fairly basic conceptual reasons, not
a demand for hyper-accuracy. Ultimately, this would mean that if we cannot establish
an adequate pragmatic link between QFT and experimental practice then not only
quantum field theory but nearly the whole of quantum theory is at risk of losing its
evidential support and physical salience.

Given that the route home for some/many/most of quantum theory’s experimental
spoils runs through quantum field theory, our next question becomes: What novel
issues arise when one attempts to model measurement processes involving quantum
fields?Much of the physics literature on this topic stresses howour canonicalmodeling
techniques (i.e., projective measurements) fail when naively implemented in QFT.9 A
central example of this are Sorkin’s impossible measurements (Sorkin, 1993) which
I will discuss in Sect. 3.2. Roughly, in QFT one can identify projective operators
which are supported only over a localized region of spacetime. Intuitively, these ought
to correspond to localized projective measurements. However, implementing these
projective measurements straight-forwardly leads to faster-than-light signaling.

The key lesson to be drawn from Sorkin’s impossible measurements is that having
solved the pragmatic measurement problem for non-relativistic quantum theory does
not automatically solve it for QFT.We do need to re-think how quantummeasurements
are to be modeled in QFT; In particular, the story of modeling measurement in QFT
simply cannot end with the same a projective measurement theory as it did in the non-
relativistic context. But does this then mean that we need to radically rethink the way
we model measurement processes in QFT? Are our current experimental practices
somehow misguided? I will answer no to both questions: Aside from some techni-
cal complications, moving into a quantum field theoretic context changes essentially
nothing regarding how we can and should model quantum measurements.

Since I am saying that ultimately nothing much changes as we move into QFT, I
must start by discussing how the pragmatic measurement problem has already been
solved for non-relativistic quantum theory. As I will discuss in Sect. 2, our ability to
casually invoke projective measurements in non-relativistic contexts is the end of a
long storywhich begins with a discussion ofmeasurement chains andHeisenberg cuts.
We can use these notions to produce a measurement framework for non-relativistic
quantum theory which is capable of modeling its key experimental successes, at least
on a case-by-case basis. Past this, one can then strive for a wide-scoping measurement
theory capable of modeling all (or nearly all) possible measurement processes. For

9 See (Redhead, 1995; Malament, 1996; Polo-Gómez et al., 2021; Jubb, 2022; Borsten et al., 2021; Fewster
& Verch, 2020; Fewster, 2019; Bostelmann et al., 2021; Anastopoulos & Savvidou, 2022; Sorkin, 1993;
Grimmer et al., 2021; Ruep, 2021; de Ramón et al., 2021; Dowker, 2011; Benincasa et al., 2014; Borsten
et al., 2019; Ortega et al., 2019; Teixidó-Bonfill et al., 2020; Papageorgiou & Fraser, 2023).
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non-relativistic quantum theory, this leads us to our usual projective measurement
theory.

With this non-relativistic story established, I will then argue in Sect. 3 that the
pragmatic QFT measurement problem ought to be approached in exactly the same
way. As I noted above, the story of modeling measurement in QFT cannot end with
a projective measurement theory as it did before. As I will argue, however, the story
nonetheless ought to start in the same way and then proceed in the same direction
as it did before. In particular, we ought to first use measurement chains to build up
a case-by-case measurement framework for QFT. Analogously to the non-relativistic
case, it is pragmatically necessary that we switch from a QFT model to a non-QFT
model at some point along the measurement chain. (I will call this “taking a QFT-
cut”.) Equipped with such a patchwork of measurement frameworks, we will be able
to secure the spoils of QFT’s key empirical successes, at least on a case-by-case basis.
In my view, our current experimental practices are up to this task. (Although new
high-precision experiments may bring this into question, see Sect. 3.1.)

Just as in the non-relativistic case, however, having such a case-by-case measure-
ment framework does not entirely solve the pragmatic measurement problem. As I
just mentioned, a case-by-case measurement framework might only temporarily cover
QFT’s experimental successes. New experimental successes may come along which
are outside of the scope of our current best practices. Moreover, such a measurement
framework does not allow us to characterize QFT’s measurement processes in general.
Nor does it allow us to talk in an empirically meaningful way about QFT’s observ-
ables. To meet these ends, we must strive for a unified measurement theory for QFT
which is applicable to all (or nearly all) measurement processes.

More specifically, we need a way of making QFT-cuts which is near universally
applicable in all measurement scenarios. It is only at this point that the story of mea-
surement in QFT diverges substantially from the non-relativistic story. And it is at this
point that significantly more theoretical work is needed. Finally, Sect. 4 will review
the state of the art in the physics literature regarding the modeling of QFT-involved
measurement processes. What tools do physicists currently have available to them for
making QFT-cuts? The primary two tools which I will discuss are the Fewster Verch
(FV) framework.10 A measurement theory for QFT based on Unruh-DeWitt detectors
has recently been put forward in (Polo-Gómez et al., 2021). As I will argue, this is (at
least currently) the best approach available for achieving a wide-scopingmeasurement
theory for QFT and for identifying its observables in an empirically meaningful way.

10 For details regarding the FV framework see (Fewster & Verch, 2020; Fewster, 2019; Bostelmann et
al., 2021; Ruep, 2021; Fewster et al., 2022). For details regarding the Unruh-Dewitt detector models see
(Polo-Gómez et al., 2021; Unruh, 1976; Lin & Hu, 2007; Brown et al., 2013; Hotta et al., 2020; Tjoa &
Martín-Martínez, 2020; Grimmer et al., 2021; Teixidó-Bonfill et al., 2020; Valentini, 1991; Reznik, 2003;
Pozas-Kerstjens &Martín-Martínez, 2015; Steeg &Menicucci, 2009;Martín-Martínez et al., 2016;Martín-
Martínez&Menicucci, 2012; Henderson et al., 2018). Some additional comparison of these two approaches
can be found in Papageorgiou and Fraser (2023).
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2 Measurement chains and Heisenberg cuts

This section will elaborate on my above claim that for non-relativistic quantum theory
the pragmatic measurement problem has been satisfactorily solved. Namely, I will
discuss how this problem can be addressed in an ontology-neutral way in terms of
measurement chains and pragmatic Heisenberg cuts. Firstly, Sect. 2.1 will introduce
the notions of measurement chains and Heisenberg cuts via some example scenarios.
Next, Sect. 2.2 will introduce a helpful taxonomy regarding the different kinds of
Heisenberg cuts which are available to us. Then, Sect. 2.3 will distinguish two versions
of the pragmatic measurement problem and show how they can each be addressed
using measurement chains and Heisenberg cuts. Finally, Sect. 2.4 will make some
progress towards identifying the observables of non-relativistic quantum theory (n.b.,
“observables” �= “self-adjoint operators”).

2.1 Examples of measurement chains and Heisenberg cuts

In practice,we oftenmodel our experiments in terms of ameasurement chain. Roughly,
ameasurement chainmodels an experiment as a sequence of interactions which carries
the measured information from the systems being measured to some record-keeping
device. To give an abstract example: System A interacts with system B which then
interacts with system C which then ... which then interacts with system R, our record-
keeping device. (More will be said momentarily about the freedom one has in starting
and ending measurement chains.)

For amore concrete example,wemay be interested in a certain amplitude associated
with an atom in a certain superposition. Our experiment may proceed as follows: An
atom in a superposition emits a photon which is detected by a photo-multiplier which
triggers a small current which turns on a transistor which ... which displays a number
on a screen which the experimenter writes in her notepad.

To be clear, throughout this paper the term “measurement chain” does not refer
to the linear sequence of physical systems/interactions which carry the measured
information, per se. Rather, here, the measurement chain is a formalization of these
systems which the experimenter invents for the purposes of modeling her experiment.
There may be multiple acceptable ways of parsing a given physical scenario into a
formalized measurement chain.

Indeed, given an experiment, it is not always clear where we ought to place either
the start or the end of the measurement chain. Regarding initialization, we can always
ask for the initial conditions of our initial condition. Regarding the late stages of
the experiment, it is unclear where to stop: the computer screen, the experimenter, her
notepad, etc. One promising way to proceed is to schematize the observer as suggested
by (Curiel, 2020), thereby getting the laboratory inside the theory, so to speak. Such
considerations would need to be built into whichever high but contextually reasonable
standards we adopt for our modeling practices. The results of this paper do not depend
sensitively on how this is done.

The above-discussed example of a measurement chain is laid out horizontally in
Fig. 1. It is important to note that while in this example, moving horizontally happens
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Fig. 1 The measurement chain of a simple atomic experiment. The black lines show two possible types
of models: quantum or classical. The red arrow shows which part of the experiment we are modeling with
which kind of model. The dashed blue line shows where we are taking the pragmatic Heisenberg cut. That
is, where we switch from modeling the experiment in a quantum way to a classical way

Fig. 2 One possible formalization of the double-slit experiment into a measurement chain is shown. The
black lines show two possible types of models: quantum or classical. Each of the red arrows shows which
parts of the experiment are being modeled with which kind of model theory. The bottom red line opts for a
quantum model whenever possible, whereas the top red line opts for a classical model wherever possible.
The dashed blue line shows where these two approaches to modeling this experiment place their respective
pragmatic Heisenberg cuts

to move us into larger, more complex systems with more degrees of freedom, this is
accidental. Horizontal movement in this diagram indicates only that we are moving
from one system to another sequentially towards the end of the experiment. One can
easily imagine experiments where advancing forward in the experiment temporarily
moves the measured information into a smaller system. (Indeed, such a scenario is
displayed in Fig. 2.) The two horizontal black lines in Fig. 1 represent two types
of model that we could have for each part of our experiment (here, either classical
and quantum). The red arrows indicate how we are going to model each part of the
experiment.

One thing which should be stressed here is that one can model one’s experiment in
terms of a measurement chain regardless of one’s ontological preferences regarding
non-relativistic quantum theory. For instance, for a Bohmian, a classical model would
mean any model which does not include the wavefunction (i.e., classical physics)
whereas quantum models do include the wavefunction and the guiding equation.

It is also important to note that the path that the red arrow takes through this diagram
is, in large part, a free choice of the experimenter.11 The location of the red arrow does
not mean that this or that system is quantum/classical. All that this indicates is that,
for the purposes of modeling this experiment, this particular experimenter has chosen
to model this system as such.

11 Towards the end of this subsection, the path of this red arrow in these figures will be related to the
historical notion of Heisenberg cuts and to Bohr’s doctrine of classical concepts.
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Importantly, however, it is not the case that any part of an experiment can be
successfully modeled using any theory. In practice, there are always going to be some
restrictions. Sometimes for the sake of accuracy it will be necessary to model a given
system in a quantum way. Sometimes for computational or technological reasons it
will not be feasible to model a given system in a quantum way (forcing us to model it
classically). Sometimes it will be conceptually necessary to model a given system in a
quantumway. (If one accepts Bohr’s doctrine of classical concepts, then it is necessary
for conceptual reasons to model the end of an experiment in a classical way.) For these
and other reasons, the possible routes which the red arrows may make through these
diagrams are limited.

With these restrictions in mind, it may occur that modeling some part of our mea-
surement chain in a quantum way is both conceptually mandatory and technically
infeasible. For instance, imagine a chemical reaction between two large biomolecules
for which subtle quantum effects are unavoidably relevant. In this case, we simply
cannot (yet) model this experiment satisfactorily. Hence, we cannot say what quan-
tum theory predicts for this experiment (although we may have a sophomoric guess).
Even if we do guess right, however, this experiment cannot in good faith be counted
towards quantum theory’s empirical support.

To better understand how these modeling restrictions work in practice, it is perhaps
best to work through a familiar example. Consider a double-slit experiment conducted
with electrons being modeled by the measurement chain shown in Fig. 2. Note that
two red arrows are shown. The bottom red line opts for a quantum model whenever
possible, whereas the top red line opts for a classical model wherever possible.

The experiment begins withmany lab operations. As discussed above, there is some
freedom in picking where exactly the measurement chain starts. However, whatever
one chooses, the preliminary lab operations can be described classically. Indeed, it is
infeasible to model these lab operations with quantum theory. Recall that our purpose
here is to provide an actual fully-modeled account of real-life experiments in order to
extract statistical predictions from them. Thus both of the red arrows in Fig. 2 must
start on the top line.

These lab operations set up a current which travels through a filament in our cathode
ray tube. This heats the filament which begins to thermally emit electrons. These
electrons are then grabbed by an electric field and accelerated through a small aperture.
All of these steps can be modeled classically without conceptual error or critical loss
of accuracy. Hence the upper red arrow in Fig. 2 stays on the top row. All of these
steps can be feasibly modeled quantumly. Hence the bottom red arrow in Fig. 2 jumps
to the bottom row.

The next part of the experiment (the motion of these electrons through the double-
slit apparatus) must bemodeledwith quantum theory. There are both conceptual issues
and accuracy issues with modeling this part of the experiment classically. Hence both
of the red arrows must be on the bottom row here.12

When the electrons reach the final screen, they enter into a semiconductor. There
they are detected by causing a cascading avalanche of electric discharge. These elec-

12 Note that there is nothing quantum per se about electrons moving through an aperture; Whether we can
ignore quantum effects present at this point in the experiment depends sensitively on what’s coming later.
As I will discuss in Sect. 2.3, this point is relevant for modeling experiments involving Wigner’s friend.
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trons jumping over the semiconductor’s band gap requires a quantum model. Hence
both red arrows must be on the bottom row here.

However, once enough electrons are moving, we can describe them collectively as
a small (but classical) current. This current activates a transistor. Some (but not all)
transistors make use of quantum effects, but let’s assume this one doesn’t. All of these
steps can be modeled classically without conceptual error or critical loss of accuracy.
Hence the upper red arrow in Fig. 2moves to the top row. All of these steps can feasibly
be modeled quantumly. Hence the bottom red arrow in Fig. 2 moves along the bottom
row.

The sequence of events which follows the activation of this transistor can all be
described classically. Indeed, just as at the start of the experiment, it is infeasible
to model the end of this experiment quantumly. As discussed above, there is some
freedom in pickingwhere exactly themeasurement chain ends.However, whatever one
chooses this part of the experiment can and must be described classically. Computer
screens and humans and notepads are simply too large and complicated to model in a
quantum way (at least for now and likely forever).

As this example hopefully makes clear, whenever we have a measurement chain,
part of which requires a quantummodel, we will have to at some point after this switch
frommodeling the measurement chain quantumly to non-quantumly (i.e., classically).
In connection with the historical term, let us call wherever we happen to make this
switch a Heisenberg cut.13 When the pragmatic nature of this Heisenberg cut needs
to be emphasized, I will describe it as a “pragmatic Heisenberg cut”.

This example should hopefully also make clear that there is nothing fundamental
about the placement of the pragmatic Heisenberg cut. Indeed, one can believe the
world to be quantum through-and-through and still make use of this cut for modeling
purposes. Past the cut, we are no longer modeling the measurement apparatus using
quantum theory; This is very different from the measurement apparatus no longer
being quantum past the pragmatic Heisenberg cut.

At this point one may wonder: if the application of a pragmatic Heisenberg cut
is a matter of non-fundamental pragmatic concern only, then do we really need it
to make sense of the quantum measurement problem? One may ask: If we believe
that the world is quantum through-and-through, then why would it be necessary to
connect our quantum model of reality with a (known-to-be-incorrect) classical model

13 The view adopted here regarding Heisenberg cuts is compatible with howHeisenberg himself saw them.
Before reading the following quote from Heisenberg it should be noted that for him the object-instrument
divide and the quantum-classical divide coincide:

In this situation it follows automatically that, in a mathematical treatment of the process, a dividing
line must be drawn between, on the one hand, the apparatus which we use as an aid in putting
the question and thus, in a way, treat as part of ourselves, and on the other hand, the physical
systems we wish to investigate. …The dividing line between the system to be observed and the
measuring apparatus is immediately defined by the nature of the problem but it obviously signifies
no discontinuity of the physical process. For this reason there must, within certain limits, exist
complete freedom in choosing the position of the dividing line.

Note that for Heisenberg the location of the cut is not a physical discontinuity but is rather a free (albeit
limited) choice made in the process of modeling.
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of reality in order to model measurements within it? Can’t we have a quantum-native
understanding of quantum measurements?

This line of questioning conflates the realist and pragmatic worries about quantum
measurements which I have taken care to distinguish in Sect. 1: i.e., modeling versus
understanding. If anyone wants to make such all-quantum-all-the-time demands on
the realist side of the debate, they are more than welcome to. That is, one’s ontological
account of the measurement process might happen entirely within quantum theory.
However, as the above discussion has hopefully shown, this attitude is not tenable on
the pragmatic side of the debate.

It is no more problematic for quantum theory to depend on classical theory for
its empirical support (and its physical salience) than it is for general relativity to
depend upon quantum theory in this way (e.g., to model atomic clocks). Indeed, it is
commonplace for scientific theories to depend on one another formetrological support;
The biologist may rightfully outsource their metrological duties to an organic chemist
when they are asked too many detailed questions about their measurement processes.
What is important is that the scientific community collectively can give good models
of its measurement processes.

The situation here is much like proof in mathematics, we do not require mathe-
maticians to individually give all of the details of their proofs in terms of elementary
logical operations.We do, however, demand that if wewere to press the issue then they
would collectively be able to give us such a long, detailed proof. Analogously, what we
aspire to here is a computationally tractable connect-the-dots model-to-model account
of real-life quantum experiments. This being possible is necessary in order to claim
them as evidential support for quantum theory. My claim is that (at least currently and
likely forever) a pragmatic Heisenberg cut is necessary for this.

It is perhaps possible (although I strongly doubt it) that we will one day be able
to model the late parts of our experiments (including the experimenter) as quantum
systems. However, even this possibility would not necessarily avoid the need for
a Heisenberg cut. Suppose that one can somehow model an experiment up to and
including the experimenter in a quantum way. It could still be the case that one can
only parse the result of that experiment by means of taking some sort of classical
approximation (i.e., taking a Heisenberg cut) on the experimenter right at the end, see
(Wallace, 2012).14 We cannot have a quantum-native understanding of measurement
without a quantum-native understanding of the observer. Thus, in the absence of both
tremendous computing capabilities and a quantum-native understanding of observers,
taking a pragmatic Heisenberg cut is necessary for any satisfactory model of any
quantum experiment.

In fact, not only is it pragmatically necessary to take a Heisenberg cut at some
point, we ought to do so in an explicit and intentional way. Indeed, a mishandling of
the pragmatic Heisenberg cut is one of the main dangers in trying to give a satisfactory
model of quantum experiments. It is at the interface between our quantum and classical
models that we need the most care both mathematically and conceptually. Handling

14 For a historical view of this kind, see Bohr’s doctrine of classical concepts as discussed in (Schlosshauer
& Camilleri, 2008). It also should be noted that Bohmians may be able to avoid this last point: No last-
minute classical approximation is needed on their theory since the classical result of the experiment (i.e.,
particle positions) is manifestly there in their description of the experiment’s final state.
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Fig. 3 The two possible ways of taking a pragmatic Heisenberg cut: diagonally (during an interaction) and
vertically (in between interactions). On the left we have an example of a diagonal Heisenberg cut: system A
is modeled quantumly and system B classically. Their interaction couples two systems modeled in different
theories. On the right, we have an example of a vertical Heisenberg cut: The interaction between system X
and Y is modeled within quantum theory, whereas the interaction between Y and Z is modeled classically.
In between these interactions we apply some classical approximation scheme to Y while it is approximately
isolated

this cut somewhere explicitly in the terms of either the dynamics or kinematics of
our models is far superior to the sophomore’s strategy of intuitively guessing. Indeed,
as I will discuss in Sect. 2.3, the success of the sophomore’s hand-waving about
PVMs/POVMsmeasurements is largely underwritten in terms of measurement chains
and Heisenberg cuts. Before discussing this, however, it is worthwhile to provide a
taxonomy of all the ways one might take a pragmatic Heisenberg cut.

2.2 A taxonomy of Heisenberg cuts: vertical and diagonal

As defined above, a pragmatic Heisenberg cut occurs wherever along themeasurement
chain we switch from modeling our experiment quantumly to classically. But how
might we model our way across the quantum-classical divide? This subsection will
introduce a useful taxonomy for classifyingHeisenberg cuts.Given that ameasurement
chain is ultimately just a collection of interactions which are ordered in some way,
there are only two ways to cross the divide: In between interactions, or during an
interaction. Let us call these vertical and diagonal Heisenberg cuts respectively (for
reasons which will become clear soon, see Fig. 3).

Vertical Heisenberg cuts

Regarding vertical Heisenberg cuts, consider a pair of interactions between three sys-
tems: systemX (whichwemodel quantumly) and systemY (whichwe canmodel either
quantumly or classically) and system Z (which we model classically). We model the
interaction between X and Y quantumly and the interaction between Y and Z classi-
cally. In between these two interactions (after X and before Z) we apply some classical
approximation scheme to system Y in isolation. See the right side of Fig. 3 and notice
that the red arrow moves vertically at system Y, hence the name “vertical cut”.

Some examples of vertical Heisenberg cuts of varying quality are:15

15 We might also have vertical Heisenberg cuts which proceed in the reverse direction. That is, we may
also have principled ways of mapping classical states onto quantum states. For example, the reverse of each
of the above discussed examples are sometimes justified.
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(1) taking some sufficiently decohered quantum state, and using the Born rule to map
it onto a probability distribution over classical states,

(2) taking a quantum state whoseWigner function16 (i.e., the state’s quasi-probability
distribution in phase space) happens to be positive and reinterpreting it as a genuine
probability distribution over a classical phase space,

(3) taking a minimum uncertainty quantum state and mapping it onto the definite
classical state with matching expectation values.

(4) taking a Bohmian state (i.e., a wavefunction plus particle positions) and discarding
the wavefunction for future calculations.

among many other possibilities, see (Rosaler, 2013).
In general,making such vertical cutswill be justified to differing degrees in different

contexts. In order to address the pragmatic measurement problem, it is crucial that we
understandwhen such classical approximations are and are not pragmatically justified.
It is by-and-large experimental practice which grounds our knowledge of the regimes
of applicability of such approximations, see (Curiel, 2020).

Vertical cuts push the quantum-to-classical transition onto the kinematics (as
opposed to the dynamics). To see this, note that if one’s measurement chain con-
tains only vertical cuts then every system-to-system interaction is modeled as either
classical-to-classical or quantum-to-quantum. Somewhere along the measurement
chain, the state of some system must be able to be accurately (and feasibly) mod-
eled in both ways.

Diagonal Heisenberg cuts

Regarding diagonal Heisenberg cuts, consider an interaction between systemA (which
we model quantumly) and system B (which we model classically). See the left side
of Fig. 3 and notice that the red arrow moves diagonally between systems A and B,
hence the name “diagonal cut”.

Unlike with the vertical cuts discussed above, diagonal cuts push the quantum-
to-classical transition onto the dynamics (as opposed to the kinematics). To see this,
note that if one’s measurement chain contains only diagonal cuts then every system is
modeled as either classical or as quantum. Diagonal Heisenberg cuts occur wherever
there is a dynamical quantum-to-classical interface.

As a simple (and admittedly artificial) example consider the following pair of cou-
pled differential equations:

∂t |ψA(t)〉 =
(

p̂2A
2mA

+ UA(x̂A) + V (x̂A − yB(t))

)

|ψA(t)〉

mB ∂2t yB = −∂yBUB(yB) − ∂yBV (yB − 〈x̂A(t)〉) (1)

for some potential functions UA, UB, and V . Here we have a wavefunction, |ψA(t)〉,
and a classical position, yB(t), each evolving under their free dynamics, UA and UB,
plus an interaction term, V .

16 For more information on phase space quantum mechanics see (Zachos et al., 2005).
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Note that the dynamics of |ψA(t)〉 depends on yB(t). Note also that the dynamics of
yB(t) depends on |ψA(t)〉 through its expectation value, 〈x̂A(t)〉 = 〈ψA(t)|x̂A|ψA(t)〉.
These equations describe a two-way dynamical interface here between a quantum and
a classical system (n.b., this model includes back-reactions). Such a quantum–to-
classical coupling is typically called semi-classical.

Beyond such semi-classical treatments, however, there has been a significant
amount of research into hybrid theories which mix quantum and classical systems
in more substantial ways. For an overview, see Barceló et al. (2012) and references
therein. To summarizing their findings:

Whereas it is certainly possible to construct hybrid systems, these constructions
typically ask for the introduction of hybrid concepts absent in a straight classical-
quantum product. These hybrid theories are not derivable from a straightforward
purely quantum theory: They incorporate new physics. This explicitly warns us
about the toy-model nature and heuristic character of the different frameworks
analyzed above. (Barceló et al. 2012, p. 3)

Fortunately, however, for the purposes of modeling experiments heuristic toy-models
which introduce new physics are allowed. Namely, they are allowed so long as the
errors introduced by this “new physics” are small-enough, well-understood, and well-
controlled. Roughly, we can use such toy models so long as the model-induced errors
bars in the theoretical prediction are smaller than the experimental error bars.

2.3 Addressing the core and extended pragmatic measurement problems
non-relativistically

Having introduced measurement chains and a taxonomy of Heisenberg cuts, we are
now in a position to see how they can help us address the pragmatic measurement
problem for non-relativistic quantum theory. Before this, however, allow me to distin-
guish between an easier and a harder version of this problem. I will call these the core
and extended pragmatic measurement problems respectively.

Introducing and solving the core problem

At its core, what the pragmatic measurement problem threatens is our theory’s eviden-
tial support and thereby its empirically supported connection with reality. As such any
minimal solution to these worries must give us a measurement framework: a satisfac-
tory account of how to model the measurement processes of at least the theory’s key
experimental successes, potentially on a case-by-case basis. The task of developing
such a measurement framework is the core pragmatic measurement problem. Solving
the core problem would restore empirical support to our theory’s key experiments.

It is easy to see how measurement chains and Heisenberg cuts can be used to solve
the core pragmatic measurement problem for quantum theory: Analyzing any given
quantum experiment in these terms gives us a road map to guide us in modeling its
specific measurement processes. In particular, these road maps have the dangerous
areas ahead clearly marked out (i.e., the quantum-classical divide). Fortunately, these
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maps also provide uswithmultiple possible routes for navigating around these dangers
(i.e., we have a taxonomy of Heisenberg cuts).

Using these roadmaps, we can go about giving satisfactory predictions for quantum
experiments and gaining evidential support from them, at least on a case-by-case basis.
This already gives us a working measurement framework for non-relativistic quantum
theory. We are already in a much better position than relying on the sophomore’s
strategy of: 1) hoping that the measurement process in question can be modeled with
a PVM, and 2) hoping that they have guessed the right PVM and applied it at the right
time.

Introducing the extended problem

It should be noted, however, that solving the core problem does not allow us to say
anything about measurement processes in general. For this, one would need a mea-
surement theory: a principled account regarding how to model all (or nearly all) of
the theory’s measurement processes in a holistic and wide-scoping way. The task
of developing such a measurement theory is the extended pragmatic measurement
problem.

As I will now discuss, solving the extended pragmaticmeasurement problem allows
for the typical division of labor between theorists and experimenters. To see this first
recall from above that in order to secure empirical support from an experiment it is
necessary to model every part of the measurement chain in at least some dynamical
detail. Let us briefly consider three cases of how this modeling burden might be split
between the theorists and the experimenters.

In the first case, the modeling burden falls entirely on the theorist. They would
then need to make full predictions of experimental outcomes: e.g., “After a duration
of one hour (as counted by this specific kind of clock) the gas will have this pressure
(as measured by this specific kind of pressure gauge)”. This doesn’t sound like the
sort of thing theorists typically do. Typically, they share the modeling burden with the
experimenter.

In the second case, the modeling burden is split between the theorist and the exper-
imenter. In this case the theorist can talk directly in terms of observables making
half-way predictions: e.g., “After a duration of one hour, the gas will have this pres-
sure. (Implicitly: I trust that you, the experimenter, know what I mean and have robust
techniques for measuring what I am calling ‘durations’ and ‘pressures’.).” Of course,
while the theorist is here omitting many metrological details, they don’t disappear;
Instead, they must be accounted for by the experimenter. Namely, it then falls upon the
experimenter to set up an appropriate (and sufficiently well-modeled) measurement
apparatus.17 Ultimately, the theorist’s ability to talk so casually in terms of observables
rests upon an (often under-discussed) mountain of experimental practice.

A third possibility is that the experimenter takes on the full burden themselves,
addressing the whole of their experiment from its initialization to its final outcome. In

17 One might want to include among the observables quantities which are only observable in principle
or hypothetically. For instance, gravitational waves were hypothetically observable long before they were
actually observed. Talk of hypothetical observables is meaningful insofar as we can reasonably expect that
experimenters could, in principle, measure it.
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this scenario the theorists only play a background role working on the theories which
the experimenter invokes in generating their models and making their predictions.
Otherwise, the theorist is free to theorize. As in the previous case, the theorist here
can adopt a habit of speaking casually in terms of observable, secure in the knowledge
that “someone, somewhere, knows how to measure something”.18

As these three scenarios demonstrate, the theorist’s habit of casually talking in terms
of observables depends upon the existence of a wide-scoping measurement theory
for the theory in question. The remainder of this section will be spent developing a
measurement theory for non-relativistic quantum theory. Following this, in Sect. 2.4
I will then use this measurement theory to help us identify the observables of non-
relativistic quantum theory (n.b., “observables” �= “self-adjoint operators”).

Before addressing the extended pragmatic measurement problem, however, it is
worth briefly reflecting on the following two questions: Should we expect that our sci-
entific theories generically have a unified wide-scoping account of their measurement
processes (e.g., our PVM/POVM measurement theory)? And should we expect this
measurement theory to give rise to a nice and tidy characterization of its observables
(e.g., that they are subset of the POVMs)? I see no reason why we should expect either
of these in general, (e.g., forQFT, or for quantumgravity); The fact that non-relativistic
quantum theory has both of these features is remarkable to me.

Solving the extended problem

What would it take to solve the extended pragmatic measurement problem for non-
relativistic quantum theory? As I discussed in Sect. 2.1, when modeling experiments
involving quantum systems one must in practice make a Heisenberg cut somewhere
along the measurement chain. Continuing the road map metaphor introduced above,
it is as if there is a long river (the quantum-classical divide) which we are required
to cross somewhere. The above-discussed measurement framework gives us, for each
experiment, various routes and crossing methods: We might ford the river here or
we might swim across there. In order to upgrade this measurement framework into
a measurement theory, we need to identify some way of crossing this river which is
near-universally applicable: e.g., one can always take the ferry.

In order to find a measurement theory for non-relativistic quantum theory, we
need to find some standardized way of making Heisenberg cuts with near-universal
applicability. We are tremendously lucky that this is possible. Indeed, in terms of wide
applicability, one way of crossing the quantum-classical divide stands out from the
rest:19 namely, by using decoherence theory and then the Born rule. As I will now

18 This phrase is taken from a talk given by Chris Fewster, namely (Fewster, 2021). His work on the
pragmatic QFT measurement problem will be discussed further in Sect. 4.
19 As Imentioned inSect. 2.2, there aremanyotherways ofmakingpragmaticHeisenberg cuts. For instance,
given a Bohmian state onemight be justified in simply discarding thewavefunction from future calculations,
keeping only the particle positions. Such a Bohmian Heisenberg cut might be justified under a wide range
of conditions within non-relativistic quantum theory. However, its regime of applicability is limited to non-
relativistic scenarios which do not cover a large portion of quantum theories empirical success, see (Wallace,
2022, 2021). Hence, Bohmian Heisenberg cuts are insufficient for my goal of recovering quantum theory’s
empirical support. More to the point, it is insufficient for my goal of learning lessons which are applicable
to quantum field theory.
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discuss, by making such Heisenberg cuts one can justify (at least pragmatically) the
sophomore’s casual use of our usual PVM/POVM measurement theory.20

Let us now restrict our attention to vertical Heisenberg cuts which are facilitated
by decoherence theory and the Born rule. Where along the measurement chain are we
justified in taking this specific kind of pragmatic Heisenberg cut? Luckily, to this we
have a general answer: one can take such a pragmatic Heisenberg cut once enough
decoherence has occurred that the possibility of spontaneous wide-scale recoherence
(although not technically impossible) is practically inconceivable. That is, for mod-
eling purposes, it does not matter where we put such a pragmatic Heisenberg cut so
long as it is at a scale where quantum effects are (and will forever remain) irrelevant
in practice.

The above “andwill forever remain” caveat is a critically important one. Indeed, the
validity of such a Heisenberg cut will always depend on the context surrounding the
measurement procedure under consideration. In particular, one cannot simply decide
in the middle of modeling a quantum measurement to take such a Heisenberg cut
without knowing beforehand what the rest of the measurement procedure will be like.

No matter how small quantum coherence effects appear to be in the middle of an
experiment, there is always a possibility that the coherence effects are brought back
to their full force. (Such a carefully orchestrated large-scale recoherence is, in fact,
exactly what quantum computers are designed to do.) Moreover, even if within one
experiment the quantum coherence effects never again become relevant, theymay once
again become relevant in other future measurements involving correlated systems.
The consideration of measurements made by observers who themselves live inside of
a giant quantum computer capable of wide-scale (observers included) recoherence,
leads to interesting Wigner’s friend-like puzzles.

As this caveat shows, the strategy of applying decoherence theory and then the Born
rule is not applicable in all conceivable measurement scenarios. With these caveats
noted, however, once enough decoherence has occurred one can take such a vertical
Heisenberg cut by applying the Born rule. This method of analyzing measurement
processes is near-universal in scope and so hence gives us, as desired, a measurement
theory for non-relativistic quantum theory.

Let us next work out what measurement theory this is specifically. One can imagine
modeling a generic measurement process along the following lines: The first steps
of the measurement process transfer quantum information about the to-be-measured
system into the measurement apparatus. This part of the measurement process can be
modeled unitarily. Then decoherence happens, diagonalizing the state of the apparatus
in whatever basis is dynamically picked out by the decoherence process. (See Sect.
1 of Bacciagaluppi (2020)). This part of the measurement process can be modeled as
projective. One then takes a vertical Heisenberg cut by applying the Born rule and
models the rest of the experiment classically.

20 It should be stressed that within my analysis the only thing special about crossing the quantum-classical
divide in this decoherence way is its general applicability. If one could find another equally general way of
crossing the quantum-classical divide, one can equallywell use that to underwrite a different complementary
measurement theory. This is an interesting possibility which may shed new light on justifications for the
Born rule. Unfortunately, however, exploring this possibility falls outside of the scope of this paper.
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Combining all of these steps together (using Naimark’s dilation theorem) one finds
that the total effect can be modeled as a Positive Operator-Valued Measure (POVM).
For notational simplicity, let us assume that there are only a finite possible number of
outcomes (indexed by α in some alphabet, α ∈ A). A POVM is then a collection of
operators, {Êα}, with 0 ≤ Êα ≤ 1̂ and

∑
α∈A Êα = 1̂. When such a measurement

is applied to a given quantum state, ρ̂, Born’s rule says that the outcome labeled α

occurs with probability pα = Tr(Êαρ̂).
One notable fact about POVMs is that they are non-ideal in the following sense:

Repeating the same POVM measurement twice back-to-back might yield different
results each time. There is, however, a special subset of the POVMs (namely, the
Projection-ValuedMeasures or PVMs) for which repeated measurement yields a fixed
result. Such ideal measurements occur when the POVM operators, {Êα}, are a collec-
tion of orthogonal projectors, { ˆπα}. While such a PVM treatment of measurement is
theoretically convenient, it ought to be thought of as an idealization, which is strictly
speaking impossible. Indeed, ideal projective measurements have infinite resource
costs and violate the third law of thermodynamics, see (Guryanova et al., 2020).

We thus have some rough answers to the sophomore’s questions: One is justi-
fied in modeling a quantum measurement as a POVM when a sufficient amount of
decoherence has occurred (and Wigner’s friend isn’t around). One is moreover jus-
tified in using a PVM when one’s measurement apparatus is sufficiently ideal (even
if this is, strictly speaking, impossible). Let us call these the POVM and PVM crite-
ria respectively. The sophomore is next asked: Supposing these criteria are satisfied,
which PVM/POVM is one allowed to use, and how do we know this? Unsurprisingly,
the answers to these questions follow from investigating the dynamical details of the
particular measurement apparatus in question.

Three surprising aspects of the above story ought to be stressed. Firstly, it is
surprising that such a uniform treatment of measurement processes arises from the
mathematics of quantum theory (after assuming that the PVM/POVM criteria are sat-
isfied); Secondly, it is surprising that such criteria exist which allow for such a broad
and uniform analysis of measurement processes. Thirdly, it is a surprising contingent
fact about the world that the PVM/POVM criteria are so very often satisfied in real-
life experimental scenarios. It is these remarkable facts which underwrites (at least
pragmatically) the sophomore’s casual use of our usual PVM/POVM measurement
theory.

Our present results can be summarized as follows: Under minor assumptions, one
is justified in modeling nearly any quantum measurement process as a POVM with
the specific POVM being determined by detailed dynamical considerations. Indeed,
it is the design of the measurement apparatus and the nature of its interaction with the
to-be-measured system and its environment which determines what is beingmeasured.

If the sophomore takes this lesson to heart, then all of their modeling issues are
solved. Recall from Sect. 1 that the primary issue with the sophomore’s approach is
that they are guessing: Their choice of PVM/POVMhad no grounding in experimental
practice. If, however, the sophomore were to follow along with the above story, then
they might justify both the form of their guess (a PVM/POVM) as well as the specific
PVM/POVM which they have guessed; This would make them guesses no more.
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2.4 Observables in non-relativistic quantum theory

Before applying these lessons in a QFT context, let us first (partially) revise the
sophomore’s understanding of the term “observables”. (A full revision must wait
until Sect. 3.2.) Recall from Sect. 1 that the sophomore has been taught the follow-
ing tautologies: All measurements are of some observable and all observables are
measurable. Further, the sophomore has been taught (incorrectly) to equate the term
“observables” with the term “self-adjoint operators”. Hence, the sophomore currently
thinks of measurements primarily in terms of self-adjoint operators.

After a bit of reflection, however, the sophomore can be convinced that it is better to
instead think of measurements directly in terms of PVMs. As I discussed in Sect. 2.3,
the set of projectors, {π̂α}, which an idealized measurement device implements is
(at least, approximately) fixed by the dynamical details of the measurement process
itself. The same is not true for any real values, qα , which may be associated with the
measurement outcomes, α ∈ A. To see this, imagine a measurement of some angle
which is ultimately displayed by the position of an indicator needle against some
marked scale. This scale is marked in three ways: in both radians and degrees as well
as with a uniform marking of sin(θ) ∈ [0, 1]. For this measurement, it is ambiguous
what the values, qα , should be in this case, but it remains clear what the projectors,
π̂α , are.

Indeed, it is not hard to think of measurements whose outcomes, α ∈ A, cannot
be reasonably associated with any real values, qα ∈ R. For instance, a measurement
outcome might be indicated by some flashing lights which are labeled with letters,
not numbers. Alternatively, the flashing lights could be labeled by complex numbers.
In general, these labels α ∈ A could be structured (or unstructured) in absolutely any
way one wishes. Namely, these labels may or may not facilitate the computation of
meaningful expectation values.

This is an important lesson as some physicists mistakenly think of observables
as maps from quantum states into real expectation values. Namely, Q̂ : ρ �→
〈Q̂〉:=Tr(Q̂ ρ̂) with 〈Q̂〉 ∈ R being the expectation value of the measurement of Q̂.
This understanding of measurement is incorrect principally because it is too narrow;
Not all measurements admit value labels qα which facilitate meaningful expectation
value.21 There is something, however, which is right about the claim that observables
are maps from quantum states into real numbers. In particular, any set of POVMs {Êα}
can be thought of as a set of maps from quantum states into real numbers, specifi-
cally the interval [0, 1] ⊂ R. In particular, they can be thought to act on states as
Êα : ρ �→ pα:=Tr(Êα ρ̂) with pα ∈ R being the probability of outcome α. Thus,
there is nonetheless a sense in which real numbers have a special place in quantum
measurements. This is not because the value labels of the measurement outcomes, qα ,
must be real but rather because the measurement probabilities, pα , must be real.

21 Moreover, while one can in general extract a unique PVM from a self-adjoint operator Q̂, one cannot do
so in general for POVMs;multiple distinct sets of POVMs, {Êα}, might sum to the same Q̂ = ∑

α qα Êα and
hence yield exactly the same expectation values. Thus, pinning down an expectation value 〈Q̂〉 does not fully
specify the measurement. Indeed, if one cares about post-measurement state updates then one must even

go beyond POVMs. Namely, one must additionally specify a set of operators, {M̂α}, with Êα = M̂†
α M̂α .
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Taking the above lessons into account, the sophomore might now revise their view
to equate the term “observables” with POVMs instead of self-adjoint operators. This
is a step in the right direction, but as I will discuss in Sect. 3.2, this is still not quite
right: Not all POVMs are measureable, some are dynamically forbidden on grounds of
symmetry, thermodynamics, and/or relativity. Further discussion of these impossible
measurements and how we ought to respond to them, however, is best delayed until
after we have moved into a QFT context.

3 Approaching the pragmatic QFTmeasurement problem

The previous section has reviewed how measurement chains and Heisenberg cuts can
be leveraged in order to solve the pragmatic measurement problems (both core and
extended) for non-relativistic quantum theory. The rest of this paper will be spent
applying the lessons we have learned so far to the The Pragmatic QFT Measurement
Problem: How should one model measurement processes involving quantum fields?
Howmust our measurement framework for QFT differ from our usual non-relativistic
measurement framework? Canwemodel QFT-involvedmeasurements using our usual
measurement theory based on PVMs and POVMs? How must our characterization of
the observables of QFT differ from the way we characterize the observables of non-
relativistic quantum theory?

One’s first thought may be as follows: Given that we have just solved the pragmatic
measurement problem for non-relativistic quantum theory, can’t we just transfer this
solution over to QFT? Unfortunately, we cannot. As I will discuss in Sect. 3.2 in QFT
almost all localized projective measurements violate causality, allowing for faster-
than-light signaling; These are Sorkin’s impossible measurements. Thus, the story of
measurement inQFT cannot endwith a projectivemeasurement theory as it did before.
Fortunately, however, not much else in the non-relativistic story needs to change as we
move intoQFT.Namely, I will now argue that we ought to begin by usingmeasurement
chains and cuts to establish a case-by-case measurement framework for QFT. From
here, we can then strive for a wide-scoping measurement theory capable of modeling
all (or nearly all) measurement processes.

3.1 Correcting a sophomoric approach to the core pragmatic QFTmeasurement
problem

As before, it will be helpful to begin by discussing a sophomoric approach to mod-
eling measurements which (hopefully nearly) everyone finds dissatisfying. How are
sophomores taught to model measurements involving quantum fields, for instance,
in high-energy particle physics experiments? A sophomore might be taught to model
such experiments as follows: One is first given some input states (e.g., spin-states,
kinetic energies, relative phases) of some inbound particles. From here, one can use
the given dynamics to compute the scattering amplitudes which emerge from their
collision. Specifically, one computes the amplitude which is outbound within some
solid angle (namely, in the direction of the experiment’s particle detector). Finally,
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one applies the given PVM/POVM measurement (of particle number, or phase, or
quadrature, etc.) to determine the detector’s response rate.

Hopefully, this approach to modeling measurements is just as unsatisfying as it
was in the non-relativistic case. Indeed, it fails for exactly the same reasons that the
sophomore’s quantum theory does (see Sect. 1). While the relevant mathematical
objects may be given to the sophomore on their problem sheets, they will have no
good answer to the following questions: Under what conditions is it appropriate to
model this particle detector as implementing a POVM on the field? If it is appropriate,
then exactly which POVMs am I allowed to use and when? How can one go about
determining approximately which observable this apparatus measures? As before, if
the sophomore is to do better than guessing, they will need to model in some detail
the relevant measurement process. But how exactly should one go about modeling
measurements involving quantum fields? This is the Pragmatic QFT Measurement
Problem.

Tomake things concrete, let us suppose the sophomore is confronted with an exper-
iment in which β-radiation is picked up by a Geiger counter. The sophomore might
intuitively guess that the Geiger counter is doing something like a local particle num-
ber measurement. Indeed, this is effectively what happens. (This, despite the fact that
there are no well-defined local number operators in QFT, see (Redhead, 1995).) The
sophomore is able to intuitively guess roughly what the Geiger counter measures in
just the same way they might intuitively guess that in the double-slit experiment the
detection screen implements a measurement in the position basis. As before, how-
ever, a theory-to-experiment linkage which relies so blatantly upon intuitive guessing
simply cannot do the work we require of it. The sophomore must justify their guess.

If pressed on this question the sophomore might give the following answer: “You
are asking the wrong person. The details regarding which quantum measurement
the particle detector implements (including its fidelity and error rates) can be found
written on the box in which it was delivered. Moreover, this tomographic information
itself was painstakingly gathered by the manufacturer as a part of their quality control
measures.” As I discussed in Sect. 2.1, such an outsourcing answer is allowed. We
must then follow up with the manufacturer. At some point, however, somebody is
going to have to give us a satisfactory model of this Geiger counter as it sits in some
measurement chain.

Thus, we are led as before to address the pragmatic measurement problem in terms
of measurement chains. In Sect. 2.1 I argued that in modeling non-relativistic quantum
experiments it is pragmatically necessary to make a Heisenberg cut (i.e., to cross the
quantum-classical divide) at some point along the measurement chain. By the exact
same reasoning, it is necessary to take a QFT-cut (i.e., to cross the QFT-non-QFT
divide) somewhere along themeasurement chainwhenmodeling for anyQFT-involved
experiment. Indeed, just as in the non-relativistic context, one ought to do so explicitly
and intentionally. It is at the interface of our QFT and non-QFT models that we
need the most care both mathematically and conceptually. Handling one’s QFT-cut
intentionally and explicitly is much better than the sophomoric strategy of guessing
which measurement is being implemented.

As in the non-relativistic case, one can use these notions of chains and cuts to solve
the core pragmatic QFT measurement problem. As before, what is at stake in the core
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problem is the linkage between theory and reality which is mediated by experimental
practice. Without this connection, quantum field theory would lack empirical support
and physical salience. As before, any minimal solution to these worries must give us
a measurement framework for QFT: i.e., a satisfactory account of how to model the
measurement processes of at least the QFT’s key experimental successes, potentially
on a case-by-case basis. Continuing the road map metaphor introduced in Sect. 2.3, a
good understanding of measurement chains and QFT-cuts would give us a road map
for modeling any given QFT-involved experiment. Namely, these road maps would
have the dangerous areas ahead clearly marked out (i.e., the QFT-non-QFT divide) as
well as multiple routes around them (i.e., various possible QFT-cuts).

Indeed, in Sect. 4 I will discuss some of the tools which physicists have available
for making QFT-cuts. In my (well-informed but non-expert) opinion, the tools which
we currently have available are collectively of wide enough scope to give us a good
working measurement framework for QFT’s current experimental successes.22 I see
nothing which would prevent the engineers at the LHC or experimenters working in
quantum optics from giving satisfactory models of their QFT-involved measurement
apparatuses on a case-by-case basis. Recalling the above-discussed map metaphor, I
trust that they know the lay of the land, at least currently.

In sum, in my (again, well-informed but non-expert) assessment, we currently
have a working solution to the core of the Pragmatic QFT Measurement problem.
Importantly, however, the truth of this claim is liable to change over time. Higher
precisionmeasurementsmay require not just higher precisionmodeling but also brand-
new modeling techniques. For instance, experimentalists are currently pushing our
time resolution in atomic measurement to below the light-crossing time of the atom.
Taking the radius of a Silicon atom to be r = 0.21 nm, its light crossing time is
t = 2 r/c = 1.4 atto-seconds. For comparison, a recent experiment timing quantum
tunneling events has a precision of a few atto-seconds, see (Yu et al., 2022).

Consider now some experiment which records with such high precision the exact
time when a photon is absorbed by a Silicon-based photo-detector. It will soon be
possible via precision timing to determine whether the observed photon was absorbed
by the front-half or by the back-half of the Silicon atomwhich it firstmet in the detector.
Clearly, a non-relativistic understanding of electrons in orbitals is insufficient tomodel
this detection process. Instead, it will require a QFT-level understanding of atomic
orbitals which we currently lack. Hence, in the near future, our current modeling
practices may become insufficient. There is nothing too alarming about this, however.
It is the normal course of science for precision experimentation and precisionmodeling
to develop side-by-side.

This example does expose, however, some ways in which having a measurement
framework which solves only the core pragmatic measurement problem is less than

22 This is not to say that I am validating current experimental practice. Ultimately, I am not qualified to
evaluate the modeling capacities of the current state of experimental practice/methodologies. I am qualified,
however, to make the followingmethodological points: Satisfactorymodeling of QFT-involved experiments
requires that we take QFT-cuts explicitly and openly at some point along the measurement chain. Moreover,
if we are to unify our current patchwork of modeling techniques into a unified measurement theory, then
we will need to find some way of making QFT-cuts which is applicable to all (or nearly all) measurement
processes.
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ideal. Indeed, as this example shows, the sufficiency of any given measurement frame-
work to cover the theory’s current experimental successes may only be temporary.
Additionally, a solution to just the core problem does not allow us to do certain the-
oretical work regarding measurement processes generally (recall that measurement
frameworks work on a case-by-case basis and have a limited scope). In particular, a
solution to just the core problem does not allow us to characterize or talk abstractly
about the observables of our theory.

Thus, as in the non-relativistic case, we may want to go beyond merely having
a (temporary) solution to the core pragmatic measurement problem. Namely, we
have substantial motivation to solve the extended pragmatic measurement problem
by developing a unified measurement theory for QFT. At this point one might ask:
Can’t we just apply the projective measurement theory which we developed in Sect. 2?
Can’t we model the detection of a photon in the front-half of a silicon atom by some
PVM/POVM localized there? And the detection on the back-half of the atom by a dif-
ferent PVM/POVM localized there? Unfortunately, we cannot. As I will discuss in the
next subsection in QFT almost all localized projective measurements violate causality,
allowing for faster-than-light signaling. These are Sorkin’s impossible measurements.

3.2 More sophomoric issues: impossible measurements and observables

Let us return towherewe left our sophomore inSect. 2.4.The sophomoreknows the fol-
lowing tautologies: All measurements are of some observable and all observables are
measureable. Furthermore, as we left them the sophomore currently equates the term
“observables” with the term “POVMs”. Given this, the sophomore would be shocked
to learn that some measurements are impossible (or, equivalently, that some observ-
ables are unobservable). A much-discussed example of impossible measurements in
the context of QFT are Sorkin’s impossible measurements. Before discussing this,
however, it should be noted that non-relativistic quantum theory has its own impossi-
ble measurements. As I mentioned in Sect. 2.4, some POVMs (namely, the PVMs) are
impossible to measure on thermodynamic grounds. They have infinite resource costs
and violate the third law of thermodynamics, see (Guryanova et al., 2020).

Alternatively, the measurement of certain POVMs might violate other laws of
physics (e.g., conservation laws and/or super-selection rules). To see this, first note
that under charge-conserving dynamics it may be impossible for states with different
charges (e.g., |q〉 and |q ′〉) to be put into superposition. Now consider the self-adjoint
operator Q̂ = |q〉〈q ′| + |q ′〉〈q|. The eigenstates of Q̂ are disallowed by such a super-
selection rule for charge. Hence, state update under the PVM corresponding to Q̂ is
dynamically impossible.

Another way in which some POVMs might be dynamically impossible is if they
violate relativistic causality. Sorkin (1993) was the first to notice that naively imple-
menting PVM/POVMmeasurements in QFT results in faster-than-light signaling. See
Fig. 4. Roughly, there are some mathematically well-defined local PVMs/POVMs in
region O2 which will allow for signaling from region O1 to region O3. Importantly,
however, not all localized POVMs yield faster-than-light signaling.
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Fig. 4 The impossible measurement scenario considered in Sorkin’s paper from 1993. Notice that regions
O1 and O3 are space-like separated from one another. There is a mathematically well-defined local POVM
in the algebra associated with O2 which enables faster-than-light signaling from O1 to O3. Thus not all
mathematically well-defined local operations are dynamically allowed

An intuitive way to respond to such impossible measurements is to first formally
categorize them, and then remove them from our official list of QFT’s observables.
Note that these impossible POVMmeasurements are well-defined in QFT and, more-
over, the relativistic principles which they violate can also be formulated within QFT.
Hence, the task of identifying exactly which POVMs are relativistically safe can, in
principle, be conducted entirelywithin the formalism ofQFT. Indeed, working entirely
within QFT one can strive for an exact formal criterion which distinguishes the rel-
ativistically safe POVMs from the unsafe ones. We do, in fact, have such criteria (at
least for real scalar QFT in a globally hyperbolic spacetime, see (Jubb, 2022; Borsten
et al., 2021).) Let us call this the formal exact isolationist approach to identifying
QFT’s observables.

Onemay be tempted to call the subset of POVMswhich are relativistically-safe, the
“observables of QFT”. This would be wrong, however, for several reasons which I will
now discuss in turn. Firstly, knowing that such measurements do not allow for faster-
than-light signaling, does not guarantee that they are dynamically possible; Theymight
violate other laws of physics (e.g, conservation laws, thermodynamics, etc.). Indeed,
as I mentioned above, the fact that measuring some POVMs is dynamically impossible
can already be seen in non-relativistic quantum theory.One could, in principle, identify
every way in which POVMs might be dynamically impossible. This may, however,
require us to look outside of QFT, so to speak, spoiling the isolationist aspect of the
above-discussed formal exact isolationist approach to identifying QFT’s observables.

Setting this issue aside, suppose that we have identified every way in which POVMs
might be dynamically impossible within QFT. Removing these from our consideration
one would then be left with only the dynamically-safe POVMs. Presumably, one could
derive some formal criteria which exactly identify these dynamically-safe POVMs.
Conceivably, these formal criteria could be found through an isolated investigation of
QFT (without connecting it to non-relativistic quantum theory or to classical theory).
Thus, the formal exact approach seems to be alive and well (at least, so far). Might the
set of dynamically-safe POVMs arrived at in this way then be called the “observables
of QFT”?
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First, let me say that such exact formal criteria are definitely worth having in our
tool belt. However, as tempting as it is to call these POVMs “the observables of
QFT”, I think that this formal exact isolationist approach is fundamentally wrong-
headed. In my view, this desire for such a formal exact isolationist understanding of
QFT’s measurement processes is analogous to the dove’s desire for empty space in
the following Kantian metaphor:

The light dove cleaving in free flight the thin air, whose resistance it feels, might
imagine that her movements would be far more free and rapid in air-less space.
(Kant 1893, p. 6)

The humor here is that, while flying in a vacuum would be better in some sense (e.g,
being resistance-free), it is exactly the messy complication of atmospheric resistance
which makes flight possible in the first place. As I have discussed above, our theories
get their empirical support and physical salience from their contact with experimental
practice. This is ultimately a messy and approximate business, see (Curiel, 2020).
Any empirically meaningful notion of observables must come into a similarly messy
contact with experimental practice.

Indeed, as I discussed in Sect. 2.3, the theorist’s ability to talk so casually in terms
of observables rests upon an (often under-discussed) mountain of experimental prac-
tice. Hence, a completely formal characterization of a theory’s observables cannot be
physically salient or empirically meaningful. Given such a formal characterization,
we would then be (just like the sophomore) left to guess which observable our lab
equipment measures. Chasing a theory’s observables in this way is like a dog chasing
a car, we would have no idea what to do with it once we caught it.23

As I have discussed in Sect. 2, for non-relativistic quantum theory, adequately
linking theory to experiment requires that at least part of the measurement chain must
be modeled outside of quantum theory (i.e., we must make a pragmatic Heisenberg
cut somewhere). Similarly, in modeling QFT-involved measurements we will at some
point need to invoke what I will call a QFT-cut. That is, at some point along the
measurement chain we must switch from using a QFT model to a non-QFT model.

Applying this conclusion to quantum theory (including QFT) reveals two other
issues with the formal exact isolationist approach. As I have discussed in Sect. 2.1,
quantum theory (and henceQFT) depend upon classical theory for both their empirical
support and physical salience. Hence, no isolationist approach to identifying observ-
ables is tractable. Moreover, taking either a Heisenberg cut or QFT-cut is unavoidably
an approximate business. Therefore, we must (and, hence, are allowed to) pick out
the observables of QFT in an inexact approximate way. This is what makes it okay
for PVMs to sometimes be counted among our theory’s observables even though they
are thermodynamically impossible. As I will discuss in Sect. 4, this is what makes it
okay to sometimes model experiments using POVMswhich allow for faster-than-light
signaling (so long as these modeling errors are well-understood and well-controlled).

In sum, as laudable as the formal exact isolationist approach is, its three attributes
each come into conflict with a demand that our notion of “observables” is grounded in

23 Indeed, Jubb (2022) recognizes that “it would be useful to construct an explicit dictionary between
update maps and specific probe models”. A further connection would then need to be made between these
probe models and real-life experimental practice.
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experimental practice. Instead, an empirically meaningful notion of observables must
be informal, approximate, and arrived at through careful consideration of Heisenberg-
like cuts.While the above discussion has been targeted at identifying the observables of
QFT, the same conclusions also hold for identifying the observables of non-relativistic
quantum theory. Thus,moving into aQFT context does not introduce any discontinuity
in our how ought to approach observables and measurement processes.

In sum, if we want a unified measurement theory for QFT and an empirically
meaningful characterization of its observables, then we need to solve the extended
pragmatic measurement problem for QFT. This, in turn, requires us to work with
QFT-cuts. In particular, it requires us to find a near universally applicable way of
crossing the QFT-non-QFT divide. (Analogously to how decoherence theory and the
Born rule provide us with a near universally applicable way of crossing the quantum-
classical divide.) This raises the following question: Are any of the tools for making
QFT-cuts which physicists currently have access to near-universally applicable in this
way?

This concludes the philosophical portion of this paper. The next section will next
review the state of the art in the physics literature as it applies to QFT-cuts. Those
uninterested in these technical details can skip ahead to the conclusion. The purpose
of this review is to give us a better handle on what types of QFT-cuts are available to
us, and what their scopes are, both collectively and individually. As I will discuss, in
my assessment, the current front-runners for giving us a wide-scoping measurement
theory for QFT are approaches based on the Unruh-DeWitt detector model such as
(Polo-Gómez et al., 2021).24

4 The state of the art

Hopefully, the above discussion has raised a great many questions for you: Do physi-
cists have good tools for making QFT-cuts? What are the current possibilities and
limitations for various kinds ofQFT-cuts?Diagonal or vertical cuts?Crossing over into
non-relativistic quantum theory or into classical physics? Are these tools collectively
good enough to broadly cover all of quantum theory’s QFT-involved experimental
successes? Moreover, is any one of these tools of sufficient generality to allow us to
induce a wide-scoping measurement theory for QFT from it? In order to answer these
questions, I will need to review the current state of the art in the physics literature.
Before this, however, some quick comments are needed regarding the term “QFT-cut”.

The notion of a QFT-cut has already been introduced in Grimmer et al. (2021)
although it was there called a “relativistic cut”. However, this name is apt to cause
confusion because it is not relativity per se which we must cut away from. To clarify
this terminology, a QFT-cut occurs anywhere along the measurement chain where we
switch from a QFT model to a non-QFT model. As I will discuss further below, there

24 For examples of the Unruh-DeWitt approach to modeling measurement of QFT, see (Unruh, 1976; Lin
& Hu, 2007; Brown et al., 2013; Hotta et al., 2020; Tjoa & Martín-Martínez, 2020; Grimmer et al., 2021;
Teixidó-Bonfill et al., 2020; Valentini, 1991; Reznik, 2003; Pozas-Kerstjens & Martín-Martínez, 2015;
Steeg & Menicucci, 2009; Martín-Martínez et al., 2016; Martín-Martínez & Menicucci, 2012; Henderson
et al., 2018).
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Fig. 5 The two possible ways of taking a generalized cut: diagonally (during an interaction) and vertically
(in between interactions). On the left we have an example of a diagonal cut: systemA ismodeled in Theory 1
and system B in Theory 2. Their interaction couples two systems modeled in different theories. On the right,
we have an example of a vertical cut: The interaction between system X and Y is modeled within Theory
1, whereas the interaction between Y and Z is modeled within Theory 2. In between these interactions we
apply some approximation scheme to Y while it is isolated

are a variety of ways in which one might go about making a QFT-cut. In addition to
the vertical vs diagonal distinction introduced in Sect. 2.2, one can jump from QFT
into a wide variety of different theories. See Fig 5.

A few other related cuts deserve mentioning and naming at this point. If one feels
that the particularly troublesome part of QFTmeasurements is the fact that it describes
things as a field, one might be interested in a field-cut. This is where we switch from
modeling our measurement chain as a field (e.g., a relativistic quantum field, a non-
relativistic quantum field, or a classical field) to not as a field (e.g., a qubit, a collection
or classical point particles, or a nuclear spin degree of freedom).

Alternatively, one might feel that the troublesome part of QFT measurements is
the fact that things are relativistic, i.e., that our models are set in a locally Lorentzian
spacetime. In this case one might be interested in a relativistic cut. If that name is
already taken, wemight instead call this a Lorentz-cut where we switch frommodeling
our measurement chain in a locally Lorentzian spacetime to something else, e.g., a
locally Galilean spacetime. For instance, we might move from relativistic QFT to
non-relativistic QFT.

Finally, one might feel that the troublesome part of QFT measurements is the fact
that its algebraic structure is that of aType III rather than aType I vonNeumann algebra,
see (Witten, 2018; Kronz & Lupher, 2021). In this case one might be interested in a
Type III algebra-cut where we switch from modeling our measurement chain with
a Type III algebraic structure to anything else, e.g. a Type I algebraic structure. For
instance, we might move from relativistic QFT to non-relativistic quantum theory.

One might be interested in all of the above, or many other subtle variations thereof.
However, if we are beginning from a QFT then all of the above are examples of a
QFT-cut (or in the terminology of Grimmer et al. (2021), a relativistic cut). As such,
for the rest of this paper I will focus on QFT-cuts generally, where we switch from
using a QFTmodel to using anything else. Of particular interest, however, are cases in
which we switch from QFT to anything we know better how to model measurements
of (e.g.: classical physics, special relativity, general relativity, or even non-relativistic
quantum theory).

Supposing that a theoretical or experimental physicist was interested in using an
explicitly formalized QFT-cut in their modeling, what tools are currently available to
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Fig. 6 This figure shows the three ways that one can approach and cross a QFT-cut: horizontal moves,
diagonal cuts and vertical cuts. Exemplars of these three types of moves are the Fewster Verch (FV)
framework, the Unruh-DeWitt (UDW) detector model and various approximation schemes respectively

them? What follows is an (incomplete) catalog of the various well-developed ways
of approaching and crossing a QFT-cut in the physics literature. This catalog will be
organized into three sections: horizontal moves, diagonal QFT-cuts, and vertical QFT-
cuts. See Fig. 6. Following this I will briefly discuss the scope of experiments that these
tools cover collectively. Additionally, I will briefly discuss whether any individual tool
has the wide-scoping applicability needed to induce a measurement theory for QFT.

4.1 Horizontal moves

Before discussing how one might make a QFT-cut, allow me to first talk about how
to approach one horizontally. The general shape of a horizontal move is shown on the
left side of Fig. 6. Essentially, one QFT (QFT#1) couples to another QFT (QFT#2).
Clearly, this is not a QFT-cut and so no collection of moves of this kind can give us
the whole story.

However, of course, such moves may still be helpful in advancing us along the
measurement chain until we are in a better position to make a QFT-cut. There is no
issue with using a horizontal move as part of our measurement chain. The issue comes
when one models an experiment involving QFT using only moves of this kind while
neglecting to mention where exactly they take a QFT-cut. Or worse, such an account
might implicitly dismiss the need for a pragmatic QFT-cut altogether.

Before discussing what possibilities there are for describing interactions between
QFTs, let’s first talk about what sorts of isolated systemswe know how to describewell
with QFT. Neglecting momentarily their interaction, what types of systems QFT#1
and QFT#2 might go into the open slots in Fig. 6? (Or QFT#3 and QFT#4 for that
matter?) Firstly, it should be said that we know well how to describe a wide variety
of free systems using Lagrangian QFT: free scalar fields with or without mass, free
electrons, free neutrinos, free photons, free Higgs particles, free gravitons (in the
linearized gravity regime), etc.We can evenmodel systems like a free proton or neutron
as a free massive spinor field (assuming, of course, we ignore their quarky internal
structure). Bose-Einstein condensates and some other condensed matter systems can
also be treatedwithinQFT.We can also include any small perturbative interaction term
between any of these and calculate their joint evolution within perturbation theory.
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What is much more difficult to do within QFT is to describe strongly interacting
systems, including bound states such as atoms, or bound quark systems, or atomic
nuclei. In principle, one ought to be able to consider the electromagnetic field inter-
acting with the electron field and the proton field (pretend such a thing exists). We then
ought to be able to find bound state solutions to this strongly interacting QFT which
correspond to the various energy states of a first-quantized Hydrogen atom. However,
these bound states of QED are remarkably difficult to treat analytically. This is difficult
for such systems in isolation, let alone interacting with an external field.

One appealing option is to simulate such strongly coupledQFTs via a lattice approx-
imation (or, equivalently, via a hard UV cutoff). One can, for instance, model some
QFT scenarios accurately as a lattice of coupled harmonic oscillators. Removing the
UV degrees of freedom from our QFT in this way canmake them tractable to simulate,
see (Klco&Savage, 2020). Careful work however is needed in relating the observables
of the continuum QFT with the observables of the lattice QFT.

To summarize: even when we are just moving along the bottom line of Fig. 6 we
have a rather limited mobility here currently. We have feasibility restrictions in terms
of both what systems we can consider (i.e., QFT#1 and QFT#2) as well as how they
might interact with each other.

Suppose that within computational feasibility, we have two QFTs in mind and an
interaction between them. What mathematical formalisms do we have for modeling
this interaction? As is typical in physics, one can begin from either a Lagrangian or
from a Hamiltonian formulation. However, in the case of QFT some opt to put the
theory on even more secure mathematical footing by formulating it in algebraic terms,
namely in Algebraic QFT, see (Kronz & Lupher, 2021). For a recent philosophical
debate about the differences in these approaches seeWallace (2006, 2011); and Fraser
(2009, 2011). A significant trade-off between these approaches are their differences
in mathematical rigor and in practical utility.

As discussed in Sect.3, there are many technical issues which arise when one tries
to apply our projective measurement theory to QFT, see Fig. 4. As fraught as this area
is with mathematical stumbling blocks, some have looked to Algebraic QFT in hopes
of a more secure way to approach modeling (at least parts of) measurement processes
of quantum fields. In particular, the Fewster Verch (FV) framework (Fewster & Verch,
2020; Fewster, 2019; Bostelmann et al., 2021) does this. Allow me to provide a brief
overview.

Fewster Verch framework

Suppose that we can break at least a part of the measurement process down into a
series of local interactions between QFTs. In particular, suppose that each of these
interactions is localized in space and time, i.e. with one QFT acting as a local probe on
another. The Fewster Verch (FV) framework provides a model for such interactions
within the mathematical rigor of Algebraic QFT.25 By doing so, one can be assured to
be completely respectful of the central ‘commandments’ of relativity for at least part

25 For details on the FV framework see (Fewster & Verch, 2020; Fewster, 2019; Bostelmann et al., 2021;
Ruep, 2021; Fewster et al., 2022). Some additional discussion of the FV framework can be found in
Papageorgiou and Fraser (2023) where it is compared with the UDW approach discussed below.
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of the measurement chain. In particular, by describing this part of the measurement
process entirely within Algebraic QFT, no causality violations of the kind shown in
Fig. 4 are possible; Algebraic QFT has the fundamental principles of relativity built
right into it.

To have something concrete in mind, let us consider a simple example (taken from
Fewster and Verch (2020); Ruep (2021)) which just so happens to have an equiva-
lent representation in Lagrangian QFT. Consider a scenario where one massive Klein
Gordon field (“the probe field”), ψ̂(t, x), acts as a local probe another (“the system
field”), φ̂(t, x). The joint Lagrangian for our simple example is,

L = 1

2
(∇μφ̂(t, x))(∇μφ̂(t, x)) − m2

1

2
φ̂2(t, x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lφ

+ 1

2
(∇μψ̂(t, x))(∇μψ̂(t, x)) − m2

2

2
ψ̂2(t, x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lψ

− λ ρ(t, x) ψ̂(t, x) φ̂(t, x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

LI

. (2)

The first and second terms are the free Lagrangians of the system field, φ̂(t, x), and the
probe field, ψ̂(t, x), respectively. The third term couples these two fields together. In
the third term, λ determines the strength of the interaction and ρ(t, x) is a spacetime
function which determines the interaction profile. That is, ρ(t, x) determines where
in space and time the two fields interact. For the purposes of modeling localized
interactions, we can take ρ(t, x) to be compactly supported in some spacetime region
K , (i.e., ρ(t, x) = 0 outside of K ). See Fig. 7. Here N is some “processing region”
in the future of K where the probe field undergoes further measurement processes.

It is important to note that the scope of interactions considered by the FV frame-
work is much more general than this simple example. I have only specified the above
interaction Lagrangian to have something concrete in mind for later comparison. In
general, in the FV framework, one quantum field acts as a local probe upon another
quantum field. The nature of these two fields is left completely open so long as they
can both be formulated within Algebraic QFT. The nature of their interaction is left
open, except that it all happens within a bounded spacetime region, K , see Fig. 7. The
spacetime background for such an interaction is even left open, i.e., it could be curved.

By using these sorts of local QFT-to-QFT interactions, onemight be able to describe
a part of a QFT-involvedmeasurement chain. Of course, as discussed above, we cannot
hope to provide a complete modeling of any real-life measurement process exclusively
in terms of QFT-to-QFT interactions. This is for two reasons. Firstly, as discussed
above, we currently have a rather limited technological and computational capacity
for describing interacting bound states within Lagrangian QFT (let alone Algebraic
QFT). Thus, the FV framework suffers here on grounds of computational feasibility,
at least currently.
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Secondly, once oneQFT acts as a probe on another, we are still left with the problem
of how to model the measurement of the second QFT. Indeed, the FV framework does
not claim to solve the quantum measurement problem (pragmatic or realist) but rather
their interest is “describing a link in the measurement chain, in a covariant spacetime
context” (Fewster & Verch, 2020). In particular, they “take it for granted that the
experimenter has some means of preparing, controlling and measuring the probe and
sufficiently separating it from the QFT of interest” (Fewster & Verch, 2020) or put
more simply that “someone, somewhere, knows how tomeasure something” (Fewster,
2021).

In total therefore the FV framework is potentially useful (within its presently limited
computational feasibility) formodeling parts of theQFT-involvedmeasurement chains
for real-life experiments. In combination with the yet-to-be-discussed diagonal and
vertical cuts, it may be helpful in solving the core pragmatic measurement problem
for QFT.

But what about the extended pragmatic measurement problem? Our goal there is
to give a unified wide-scoping account of measurements in QFT, i.e., to identify its
observables. In this extended problem we care less about computational feasibility.
One might therefore expect the FV framework (and horizontal moves generally) to be
more useful in the extended problem.

For instance, recent work claims to have used the FV framework to provide an
“Asymptotic measurement schemes for every observable of a quantum field theory”
(Fewster et al., 2022) in order to “determine the set of system observables that can be
measured byFVmeasurement schemes”.Concretely, their objective is “to analyze how
information about one physical structure (system) is transferred to another physical
structure (probe) that is controlled by an external experimenter” (Ruep, 2022). In
particular their interest is in the case where both the system and field are QFTs and the
information is transferred via a local interaction. This is exactly the sort of thing that
the FV framework is good at: working out how information moves between quantum
fields which interact with each other in localized regions.

The principal limitation in Fewster et al. (2022) however is that (as is always the
case with the FV framework) it explicitly assumes that the experimenter has full con-
trol over the probe field. In particular, it is assumed that they know how to extract
classical information from the probe, i.e. “someone, somewhere, knows how to mea-
sure something” (Fewster, 2021). While this is potentially a step in the right direction,
these results ultimately end up assuming that we know what the observables in the
probe field are. Contrary to this methodology, I argue that the only empirically mean-
ingful way to identify the observables within QFT is to connect themwith observables
outside of QFT by some measurement chain which includes a QFT-cut.

Allow me to briefly give the technical details of Fewster et al. (2022) by first intro-
ducing some terminology. Within Algebraic QFT, each bounded region of spacetime
R is associated with an algebra, commonly called the “algebra of observables”. How-
ever, this remains to be justified as what is an observable is exactly what is at question
here. This algebra includes the field operator φ̂(t, x) integrated against all smooth
functions compactly supported over R. Additionally, the algebra includes products
and sums of these smeared field operators. An FV measurement scheme for a field
φ̂(t, x) (“the system field”) specifies four things: a probe field ψ̂(t, x) labeled P , an
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Fig. 7 The bounded spacetime regions considered in Ruep (2021). The two quantum fields interact only
within the coupling region K . In the future of this interaction is the “processing region” N where the probe
field undergoes further measurement processes

initial state for the probe field, ρP , a unitary interaction, S, between φ̂(t, x) and
ψ̂(t, x) localized in some region K , (e.g., Eq. (2)) and finally an element of the probe
algebra, B, associated with a processing region N in the future of K , see Fig. 7.

While the results of Fewster et al. (2022) are proven in terms of Algebraic QFT,
it here suffices to give their translation into the usual language of Hilbert spaces. A
FV measurement scheme gives a way of indirectly addressing elements of the system
algebra associated with the region K . Namely for every FV measurement scheme we
have

TrSP (ρS ⊗ ρP S†1 ⊗ B S) = TrS(ρS Bind) (3)

for some induced Bind in the system algebra associated with K .
Ultimately, the question addressed by Fewster et al. (2022) is: Which elements of

the system field’s algebra at K can be indirectly measured via an FV measurement
scheme (assuming we can measure any element of the probe algebra at N )? Their
answer is roughly that for every element A of the system algebra at K there exists a
sequence of FV measurement schemes which indirectly measure it arbitrarily well in
the limit. Namely, for every A in the system algebra associated with K , we have from
(Ruep, 2022)

TrSPα
(ρS ⊗ ρPα

S†
α1 ⊗ Bα Sα) → TrS(ρS A) (4)

for some sequence of FV measurement schemes indexed by an integer α ∈ Z. Thus,
given full control over the probe system in the region N there is some sequence of
probes, probe states and local interactions such that we can address any A in the
system’s algebra arbitrarily well.

In summary, the FV framework is a great tool for working out how information
moves between quantum fields which interact with each other in localized regions.
However, to solve either the core or extended pragmatic measurement problems for
QFT it alone is not enough. We need to at some point take a step outside of QFT via
a QFT-cut.
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4.2 Vertical QFT-cuts

Let’s next consider what vertical QFT-cuts are available to us currently. The general
shape of a vertical QFT-cut is shown on the right side of Fig. 6. Essentially, we
begin with something being modeled as a QFT (QFT #4) and then take some sort of
approximation on this to arrive the very same system nowmodeled as something other
than a QFT (Something #2). Our freedoms in designing a vertical QFT-cut are: which
theory we approximate into, what kind of QFTwe begin from, and relatedly what kind
of non-QFT system we land on, as well as the details of our approximation scheme.

We have discussed already in the previous subsection the sorts of systems which we
have a grip on how to model in QFT: free systems plus perturbative interactions and
some condensed matter systems but not strongly interacting systems or bound states.
Our options for QFT#4 are fixed to be among these. As for which theory to cross
into, the “nearest” theory to QFT would likely be non-relativistic QFT (i.e., QFT with
c → ∞, or rather QFT in a Galilean spacetime). For such an approximation to work
our initial QFT#4 must be massive, i.e., not light nor gravity. Massive fields may limit
onto particles in a non-relativistic limit, but massless ones will not, see (Lamb, 1995;
Rosaler, 2013). For massive free states, taking such a limit gives us non-relativistic
quantum particles. This alone is not enough unless we understand well how to model
the measurement of non-relativistic QFTs. I am not aware of any research in this
direction, but it could be a fruitful way forward.

The next nearest theory we could cut into is non-relativistic quantum theory.
For instance, one might implement an effective-field-theory-style recovery of non-
relativistic quantum theory and then make use of standard decoherence techniques.
The question then is what we should take as Something#2? An obvious experimentally
relevant systemwould be a first-quantized Hydrogen atom. However, this would mean
that QFT#4 needs to be some second quantized description of the Hydrogen atom.
As I have already discussed, describing such bound states in QFT is difficult. More
research in this direction is warranted.

Another intriguing option forwhat non-relativistic quantum system to put for Some-
thing#2 is anUnruh-DeWitt (UDW)detector. These detectorswill be described inmore
detail in the next subsection, but roughly they are atom-like non-relativistic quantum
systems which can be coupled to a quantum field in a way motivated by the light-
matter interaction. In fact, recent work by (Giacomini & Kempf, 2022) has developed
a “second quantized UDW detector”, i.e., a QFT which reduces to a UDW detector
in the non-relativistic limit. This an interesting avenue for future research, worthy of
further development.

Finally, we can consider the possibility of approximating a QFT as a classical
state of some sort. For instance, one might have a state of light described as a QFT
and then switch to describing this as a classical electromagnetic field in Minkowski
space. Vertical cuts of this kind seem to be experimentally relevant and deserve to be
developed further.

In summary, vertical QFT-cuts are a promising possibility deserving of further
research. If technical limitations surrounding second quantized atoms can be over-
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come, then these could have a substantial scope including many experimentally
relevant systems.

4.3 Diagonal QFT-cuts

Finally, let’s next consider what diagonal QFT-cuts are available to us currently. The
general shape of a diagonal QFT-cut is shown in the center of Fig. 6. Essentially
one QFT (QFT#3) couples directly to something which is not being modeled as a
QFT (Something #1). As is the case for any diagonal cut, the direct coupling between
system’s described in fundamentally different theories poses conceptual challenges.
Here, there is an inherent risk that coupling to a non-QFT system will end up breaking
one of the central ‘commandments’ of relativity.

However, on the bright side, since quantum field theory itself provides us with no
prescription for how such systems ought to interact, we have a great deal of freedom
in how one might model such an interaction. In particular, our freedoms in designing
a diagonal QFT-cut are: what kind of QFT we begin from, which theory we cut into,
what kind of non-QFT system we cut into, and the nature of the interaction between
the systems.

We have discussed in the previous subsections the sorts of systems which we have
a grip on how to model in QFT: free systems plus perturbative interactions and some
condensed matter systems but not strongly interacting systems or bound states. Our
options for QFT#3 are fixed to be among these. As for which theory take a QFT-cut
into, the “nearest” theory to QFT would likely be non-relativistic QFT (i.e., QFT with
c → ∞, or rather QFT in a Galilean spacetime). As far as I am aware, not much
work has been put into the study of sensible dynamical couplings between QFT and
non-relativistic QFT. One immediate concern is the possibility of uncontrolled faster-
than-light signaling. We might have a relativistic field φ̂Rel(x) couples to φ̂Non-Rel(x)

which can then send an instantaneous signal to φ̂Non-Rel(x + a) which is coupled to
φ̂Rel(x + a). This seems problematic. More work may be needed in this direction.

The next “nearest” theory we could try to take a QFT-cut into is non-relativistic
quantum theory. Significant work has been done in this direction, which will be dis-
cussed momentarily.

The last option which comes to mind is to couple our QFT to a classical system
(e.g., something modeled in special relativity or general relativity). This doesn’t seem
terribly problematic, we could for instance have a classical Klein Gordon field inter-
acting with the expectation value of a quantum Klein Gordon field, perhaps without
back reaction. More work would need to be done motivating why such an interaction
is an accurate reflection of some part of a real-life experiment, but there don’t seem to
be insurmountable technical difficulties here.

Unruh-DeWitt detector models

Let’s return to the possibility of diagonal cuts into non-relativistic quantum theory.
We have a lot of freedom here in designing this interaction. Of course, there are also
certain things we want from this diagonal theory-to-theory coupling if it is going
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to be a productive part of an experimental prediction. So what ought to guide us in
designing this interaction? As a first guide, we may rely on a desire to preserve the
central ‘commandments’ relativity (covariance, causality, and locality) as much as
possible. Moreover, as a second guide we may rely on a desire to accurately model
parts of real-life experiments.

For instance, we might take the Something#1 system in Fig. 6 to be something
atom-like and we might take QFT#3 to be the electromagnetic field (or some scalar
analog thereof). In this case, under such guidance, one is quickly led26 to something
very much like the Unruh-DeWitt (UDW) detector model first introduced in Unruh
(1976).

Alternatively, we might take QFT#3 to be a graviton field (in the linear gravity
regime). In this case, one is quickly led to a certain variant of the Unruh-DeWitt
detector model, see (Martín-Martínez et al., 2020; Faure et al., 2020; Pitelli & Perche,
2021).

One can also take Something#1 to be a fermionic quantum system which interacts
with QFT#3 being a neutrino field. In this case one is led to another variant of the
Unruh-DeWitt detector model, see (Torres et al., 2020; Perche & Martín-Martínez,
2021).

The possibilities for which real-life interaction we might attempt to mimic here
are very general. In each case, the resulting interaction model is within the family of
Unruh-DeWitt-like models. Moreover, much of the above can be done in arbitrarily
curved spacetime backgrounds as well, see (Martín-Martínez et al., 2020).

Enough discussion of abstract possibilities, concretely what do these models look
like? To have something concrete in mind, let us consider a simple example (taken
from Grimmer et al. (2021)). Consider a simple example in which a UDW detector μ̂

coupled to a massive Klein Gordon fields φ̂(t, x) with joint Lagrangian,

L = 1

2
(∇μφ̂(t, x))(∇μφ̂(t, x)) − m2

1

2
φ̂2(t, x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lφ

+ LUDW − λ ρ(t, x) μ̂(τ ) φ̂(t, x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

LI

. (5)

The first term is the free Lagrangian of the field. The second term LUDW is the free
Lagrangian of the non-relativistic probe system, the UDWdetector.We have total free-
dom to pick the internal dynamics of the non-relativistic probe system. For instance,
it could be a qubit, or a quantum harmonic oscillator, or a first quantized Hydrogen
atom.

In the third term,λ determines the strengthwithwhich the non-relativistic probe and
field couple to each other. In the third term, ρ(t, x) is a spacetime function determining
the interaction profile. In this context, ρ(t, x) is often called the probe’s smearing
function, and is taken to describe the size and shape of the probe through time (more
will be said about this later). Just as in the FV framework, for the purposes of modeling

26 See (Martín-Martínez & Rodriguez-Lopez, 2018; Lopp & Martín-Martínez, 2021a).
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local measurements, we can take ρ(t, x) to be compactly supported in some spacetime
region, K , (i.e., ρ(t, x) = 0 outside of K ). In the third term, μ̂ is the degree of freedom
of the non-relativistic probe which couples to the quantum field. For instance, if the
probe is a harmonic oscillator, μ̂(τ ) might be its number operator n̂ or one of its
quadrature operators q̂ or p̂.

The major difference between the FV and UDW approaches (Eq. (2) and Eq. (5)) is
just that in the first case the probe system is a quantum field, ψ̂(t, x), and in the second
case it is a non-relativistic quantum system, μ̂. For a more in depth comparison of the
UDW detector model and the FV framework, see Grimmer et al. (2021).

It’s important to note that the UDW detector is not designed as a Von Neumann
“pointer” measurement device, i.e., one which translates a “needle” proportional to
some targeted operator in the probed field. Rather, the UDW detector is designed to be
atom-like. If one measures the UDW detector after its interaction with the field, one
ought to interpret this roughly as one would if an atom had coupled to the field. For
instance, if the UDW probe is initially in its ground state and then is later measured to
be in an excited state, one might infer that it absorbed an excitation from the quantum
field.

More complexly, one can use UDW detectors to model an entanglement harvesting
experiment, see (Valentini, 1991; Reznik, 2003; Pozas-Kerstjens & Martín-Martínez,
2015; Steeg & Menicucci, 2009; Martín-Martínez et al., 2016; Martín-Martínez &
Menicucci, 2012; Henderson et al., 2018; Ruep, 2021). Roughly, in such an experi-
ment two initially uncorrelated probe systems interact locally with a quantum field in
such a way that they do not have time to signal to each other. Despite this, these two
probes become entangled because there was already entanglement present between
the two space-like separated regions they interacted with. The benefit of such an exper-
iment is that the entanglement in the field has been transferred into more accessible
systems, both physically and mathematically. We cannot associate a Hilbert space to
bounded regions in QFT and as such cannot straightforwardly compute the entangle-
ment between these regions. The final entanglement of these probes is a witness to the
initial entanglement in the field.

A great many theoretical investigations of this sort have been carried out using
UDW detectors.27 Such studies can even be done in curved spacetimes: one can study
the entanglement structure around a black hole near the event horizon for instance.

Thus, in addition to providing a good model for many experimentally relevant
systems, the UDW detector model covers a wide range of interesting hypothetical
experiments, all while remaining computationally feasible.

How well do UDW-like detectors preserve the central ‘commandments’ of rela-
tivity: covariance, causality, and locality? Do they for instance lead to uncontrolled
faster-than-light signaling in the QFT? Before answering these questions, a distinction
needs to be made between two modes of applications of the UDWmodel. It was men-
tioned above that we will often wish to localize the probe’s smearing function ρ(t, x)

within some bounded spacetime region. For instance, consider a UDW detector model
which has been derived from the light matter interaction as in (Martín-Martínez &

27 See (Valentini, 1991; Reznik, 2003; Pozas-Kerstjens & Martín-Martínez, 2015; Steeg & Menicucci,
2009; Martín-Martínez et al., 2016; Martín-Martínez & Menicucci, 2012; Henderson et al., 2018).
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Rodriguez-Lopez, 2018; Lopp & Martín-Martínez, 2021a). In this case, the smearing
function ρ(t, x) turns out to be determined by the overlaps of certain atomic orbitals.
That is, ρ(t, x) is a near-literal description of the shape of the atom in both space and
time.

When the size of the UDW is much smaller than all other relevant scales and
the detailed shape of the detector doesn’t matter much, we can also approximate the
detector as being point-like. Consider a point-like detector traveling through spacetime
on some time-like trajectory, z(t). We can localize the interaction to this trajectory
by taking ρ(t, x) = χ(t)δ(x − z(t)). Here χ(t) controls where along the trajectory
the probe couples to the field (it may turn on and off) and the δ function localizes the
interaction to the detector trajectory, z(t). Let us call these the point-like detectors.

With this established, let us return to the questionof howwell doUDW-like detectors
preserve the central ‘commandments’ of relativity. In brief, they do so imperfectly,
but with well understood and controllable issues, see (Martín-Martínez et al., 2021;
de Ramón et al., 2021). For smeared detectors (i.e., non-point-like detectors) there
are some slight faster-than-light signaling issues. Essentially, the issue is that if some
information is taken up by the left half of the detector it can “immediately” jump to
the right half of the detector and then back into the field. Basically, signals can jump
across the detector instantly. This breaks no-signaling and causes some issues with the
relativity of simultaneity (this coupling does not treat all relativistically compatible
time-orderings equally).

However, these issues are ultimately minor, see (Martín-Martínez et al., 2021; de
Ramón et al., 2021). The time ordering issues do not appear at the lowest orders of per-
turbation theory. If the light-matter interaction is weak enough, then the time-ordering
issues are strongly suppressed. Moreover, the size of the no-signaling violations is set
by the size of our detector. Recall ρ(t, x) might have compact support. If the UDW
detector has a width of 3 nm then signals can only arrive at most 10 atto-seconds early.
Ultimately if we care about such time-scales (of the order of the light crossing time
for the atom) then we shouldn’t even be allowed to talk about first-quantized atoms in
the first place. Indeed, all of these commandment-breaking issues go away when we
use point-like detectors.

4.4 The scope of these tools

Having now reviewed the state of the physics literature and having collected some
feasible ways of crossing the QFT-cut, what ultimately are the scope of these tools?
In my assessment while each tool has its limitations and more development of each of
them is needed, collectively these tools have a substantial scope. Thus, I believe that
collectively these tools give us a good handle on a case-by-case measurement frame-
work for QFT. That is, collectively they can give us a solution to the core pragmatic
measurement problem for QFT.

But what about the extended pragmatic measurement problem for QFT? Can these
tools help us identify the observables of QFT? As discussed in Sect. 3, in order to
get a wide-scoping unified measurement theory for QFT we would need some near-
universally available way of making QFT-cuts. In particular, we would need for at
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least one of these tools to have a sufficiently wide range of applicability such that
nearly all QFT-involving experiments can be modeled using it. Which of the above
discussed tools has the widest scope?

As I have discussed above, at least currently the UDWdetector model by far has the
widest scope of applicability of any of the tools currently available. Thus, if one wants
to develop awide-scopingmeasurement theory forQFT and to identify its observables,
this is currently themost promising way forward. Indeed, a recent paper claims to have
used the UDW detector model to establish a detector-based measurement theory for
quantum field theory, for instance (Polo-Gómez et al., 2021).

5 Conclusion

This paper began by distinguishing between the pragmatic and realist portions of the
quantum measurement problem. Of these, I have argued that the pragmatic worries
have worse consequences if left unanswered. If we lose the pragmatic connection
between theory and experimental practice, then quantum theory is at risk of losing
both its empirical support and its physical salience.

Fortunately, these pragmatic worries are not too hard to address. I next divided
the pragmatic measurement problem into the core problem and the extended prob-
lem. The core pragmatic measurement problem calls for us to develop a case-by-case
measurement framework for modeling quantum theory’s key experimental successes.
While solving the core problem would restore empirical support to quantum theory, it
does not solve the pragmatic measurement problem entirely. The extended pragmatic
measurement problem calls for us to develop a unified measurement theory capable
of modeling all (or nearly all) possible measurement processes. Solving the extended
problem is necessary in order to achieve an empirically meaningful characterization
of our theory’s observables and to permit talk of measurement processes in general.

In Sect. 2, I discussed how both portions of the pragmatic measurement problem
have been solved for non-relativistic quantum theory. Namely, thinking in terms of
measurement chains gives us a road map for modeling each experiment’s individual
measurement processes. As I have argued, it is pragmatically necessary that we model
our way across the quantum-classical divide at some point by invoking a Heisenberg
cut. There are a wide variety of pragmatic Heisenberg cuts available to us. Having
access to these various kinds of Heisenberg cuts allows us to develop a case-by-case
measurement framework for modeling quantum theory’s key experimental successes.
This constitutes a solution to the core problem.

In order to solve the extended problem, we need to somehow unify this case-by-
case measurement framework into a single measurement theory. In particular, we need
to find some way of making pragmatic Heisenberg cuts which is applicable in all (or
nearly all) measurement scenarios. As I have discussed, one way of achieving this goal
is by appealing to decoherence theory and the Born rule. This justifies (at least prag-
matically) our use of the canonical PVM/POVM measurement theory. Importantly,
however, one cannot simply guess which projective measurement to use when model-
ing a given experiment. It is highly intuitive that the double-slit experiment ends with
a measurement in the position basis once the electron hits the screen. As strong as this
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intuition may be, simply guessing the right projector is not a methodologically sound
way of modeling measurements. One’s choice of PVM/POVM must follow from a
careful dynamical investigation of the system at hand. In particular, this analysis must
include a pragmatic Heisenberg cut.

But what changes when we move into a QFT context? A much-discussed compli-
cation which arises in QFT are Sorkin’s impossible measurements, see (Sorkin, 1993).
In QFT almost all localized projective measurements violate causality, allowing for
faster-than-light signaling. Thus, the story of measurement in QFT cannot end with
the same projective measurement theory as it did before. Fortunately, however, the
beginning of the story and its overall structure can remain unchanged. As I argue in
Sect. 3, we ought to first use measurement chains to build up a case-by-case measure-
ment framework for QFT. This will require us to cross the QFT-non-QFT divide by
using a pragmatic Heisenberg-like cut (what I call a QFT-cut).

We can then strive to unify this case-by-case measurement framework into a new
wide-scoping measurement theory for QFT. In particular, we need to find some way
of making pragmatic QFT cuts which is applicable in all (or nearly all) measurement
scenarios. It is at this point that significantly more theoretical work is needed. It is
only once we have such a unified measurement theory for QFT that we can talk
about its measurement processes generally and achieve an empirically meaningful
characterization of its observables.

My approach stands in strong contrast to what I have called the formal exact iso-
lationist approach to identifying QFT’s observables. This approach proceeds roughly
as follows. “Given that there exist impossible measurements within QFT (see Sorkin
(1993)), we ought identify them and get rid of them. Note that these problematic
POVMs and the relativistic principles which they violate can both be formalized
within QFT. Hence, it should be possible to achieve an exact formal characterization
of them from entirely within QFT. Removing these impossible measurements from
the set of all possible POVMs ought to yield a meaningful characterization of QFT’s
observables.”

As I have argued in Sect. 3.2, useful as such a formal characterization might be, it
cannot deliver us an empirically meaningful characterization of QFT’s observables.
Connecting QFTwith experimental practice requires us to reach outside of QFT as we
cross the QFT-non-QFT divide. This requires us to make some approximation, namely
a QFT-cut. The ultimate justification for the validity of such an approximation is
experimental practice (Curiel, 2020). Hence, our understanding of QFT’s observables
must be informal, approximate, and arrived at through careful consideration of QFT-
cuts.

This is where the paper’s philosophical argumentation ended. However in light
of this conclusion, it became important to understand what tools physicists have for
making QFT-cuts. In Sect. 4, I have attempted to provide a (non-exhaustive) survey
of several techniques which the physics community currently has of making various
kinds of QFT-cuts. Indeed, physicists do have several good tools for approaching and
crossing the QFT-cut.

But are their tools collectively good enough to secure evidential support for quan-
tum theory? In my assessment, collectively these tools have a substantial scope. Thus,
collectively these tools give us a good handle on a measurement framework for QFT
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solving its core pragmatic measurement problem. I see nothing which would prevent
engineers and experimenters from satisfactorily modeling their QFT-involved mea-
surement apparatus on a case-by-case basis.

But is any one of these tools on its own sufficient to give us wide-scoping unified
measurement theory for QFT? Following our non-relativistic story discussed above,
establishing ameasurement theory forQFTwould require thatwe find away ofmaking
QFT-cuts which is near universally applicable across different measurement scenarios
(i.e., like decoherence theory is). In my assessment, the UDW detector model has the
widest scope of applicability of any of the tools currently available. Thus, if one wants
to develop a wide-scoping measurement theory for QFT or to identify its observables,
this appears to be the best way forward. Indeed, a recent paper claims to have used the
UDW detector model to establish a detector-based measurement theory for quantum
field theory, see (Polo-Gómez et al., 2021).
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